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See Anyone You Know?

Mayor-Council Plan Abandoned As Cities Seek Trained Managers
By RICHARD S. CHILDS
National Municipal League
Almost every week some American city abandons the mayorcouncil plan and substitutes the
council-manager plan. More than
800 places have made this shift
and another 500 have switched
to the plan from other forms of
government.
Frequently the change is made
easily and without much argument, at the instance of the
mayor and other city officials
simply because running a modern
city is too big a job for transient,
part-time amateurs.
Growth of a city and its business leads mayors and council-

SNAGGLE-TOOTHED and roguish of mien, this
gay group is the vanguard of millions of Jack-0Lanterns soon to gleam from he windows of American as citizens again take knife in hand in the annual move to carve these symbols of Halloween... .
next Thursday (October 3lat.) ,

Jaycees Announce Gala Halloween
Street Dance Here On October 31
A gigantic Halloween costume
street dance in Fulton will be a
prime feature of Halloween night
observance here on Thursday
evening October 31, announced
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
this week. The Jaycees will sponsor the affair, which is open to
all ages for a nominal admission
price of 25c.
Music will be furnished by a
new hi-fidelity record player.
furnished by Wade Television
Company. Dancing will be on

Main Street, beginning at 9:00 p.
m.
In addition to the dance the
Jaycees announced this week that
$15 in prizes will be awarded for
the best costumes, with first
prize of a $10 gift certificate and
second prize of a $5 gift certificate to be presented during the
evening
All in all, it looks like a lot
of fun, and a large crowd is ex-

South Fulton Is
Hard Hit With
Absent Students
Almost One-Fourth
Of School Out In
Epidemic Of Fle,

Last liwoday die American
Legion Auxiliary of Fulton was
hostess to the First District Fall
Conference of the organization.
Women carne to Fulton from the
various counties comprising the
First District and they were given
an exceptionally warm welcome
by officers and members of the
group. It was a fine meeting and
all of us should be proud of the
program and the hospitality extended to the visitors.

Absenteeism because of illness
continued to mount at the South
Fulton School, while at Fulton
School the number of students
aimed because of Pipes Is decreasing.
On Wednesday 214 students
were reported absent at South
Fulton .
. one-fourth of the
school. At Fulton school only
nine were absent on Wednesday,
while there were 44 absent on
Tuesday.
At South Fulton. where 800
students are enrolled, officials
stated that some of the absent
students are suffering from Asian
flu, according to the attending
physicians.
Local doctors and public health
officials continue to advise citizens to take the Asian flu vaccine,
now available at local hospitals.
At first in short demand, an
ample supply is on hand locally
to take care of the local population with a series of two shots.

men to cry for person4 relief,
expert aid and an end to debating
society methods. Civic group*
impressed by the achievements of
the manager plan in other cities,
often find the city fathers more
than ready to join the movement
for change.
Businessmen trying to attract
new industries mayt-buck up against the greater efficency of a
competing town under the council-manager plan.
The trouble with mayor-council
government almost everywhere is
that it is two-headed and organized to encourage quarrels. The
council can pass an ordinance but
the mayor can veto * the mayor
can urge a project tiltat the council can refuse the • funds; the
mayor gets complaints of poor
service and complains in turn that

the council does not give him
enough money. Taxpayers find it
hard to get the truth.
Able citizens can't be induced
to run for mayor because, being
able, they have business or professional interests Of their own
which ax's too valuable to sacrifice for a few brief years of service in City Hall.
A new mayor, confronted with
highly technical modern municipal problems, learns as fast as
he can and probably goes out of
office soon after he feels at home
In the job. Another transient
amateur takes his place.
Able men don't want to serve
In the council either, where their
opportunities for usefulness are
too limited to justify devoting
their valuable time to public
office.
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But under the council-trianager
plan the Councilmen are the only
elective officers. They are the
board of directors of the municipal corporation — like the board
of education in school system&
The council hires a city manager from anywhere in the country; 75 per cent of all of the 1954
appointments were from out-oftown. A city's first manager is
almost always a man who has
made a success as a manager of
a smaller city and seems to deserve promotion. Successors are
usually picked by promotion from
the manager's staff.
The manager serves full-time
and then some. He acquaints himself with all department heads.
uses their technical or professional knowledge to the best advantage, and sets up systems that
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New Federal Superhighway Through PM Deadline
Purchase Will By-Pass Fulton
Is Extended
Announcement that a hithertounasked - federal superhighway
would be built across the Purchase, connecting Cairo, Ill. with
Nashville, came as a thunderbolt
to West Kentucky and West Tennessee last weekend, and the
echoes continued this week.
On last Saturday the metropolitan papers carried an Associated Press dispatch from Washington to the effect that a 170-mile
superhighway from Cairo to
Nashville was announced as a
part of the expanded Federal
highway system, announced by
Secretary of Commerce Sinclair
Weeks.
Such a road would eliminate
any possibility of Fulton being
located on any of the new federal highway system . . . a hope
that local businessmen have clung
to ever since Senator Gore announced that Kentuckians and
Tennesseans were joining forces
to seek • Cairo-to-Memphis routing. through Fulton County. That
was last year.
Such a routing from Cairo to

Memphis would logically make
Fulton the junction point of
Nashville-bound traffic, as it now
is, and has been for 10 years.
Word on the new proposed
route apparently caught everybody by surprise, even including
Tennessee Highway Commissioner W. M. Leech, who had not advocated the Cairo-Memphis superroute. A tip-off on possible actions
that motivated the federal routing came from Leech last weekend. Leech said, he was aware of
efforts by other states to obtain
the Nashville to Cairo route. Herbert Bates, state highway engineer, attended a meeting with
state off, ials and highway engineers in Evansville, Ind., last
summer.
At that 'meeting. Mr. Bates
said, the governors if both Indiana and Kentucky urged that the
Nashville-Cairo route be authorized. Earlier, Kentucky officials
had joined Comraii- 'otter Leech
In requesting that a Memphis-toCairo route be authorized by the
Bureau of Public Roads.

Bulldogs Win No. 7 While Red
Devils Suffer Their First Loss

give him secure fiscal control
with in the annual budget.
He develops orderly public
works programs and prepares the
first draft of the budget for council consideration. Presently the
council, assembling for weekly
meetings, finds its agenda well
prepared and the city manager
on hand with supporting data to
expound the needs and present
the facts.
The council's job is to check
him if he goes too fast and too
far for the council members are
in a position to know what theii
fellow townsmen and old neighbort will stand for and what the
won't. And the councilmen mu.1
take responsibility in the end fot
everything, since they selected
the manager and are responsible
for whatever they let him do.

The Civil Service Commission
has extended the deadline to November 19, 1957 for filing applications in the examination for
postmaster at Fulton, Kentucky.
Applicants must have several
years of experience which has demonstrated their ability to effectively supervise and manage
a business organization the size of
the post office. They must also
show they can deal effectively
with the general public. The applicants will also take a written
test.
Application forms anis additional information are available at
the Fulton, Kentucky post office.
Application forms must be filed
with the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C.,
and must be received or postmarked not later than November 19, 1957.
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Kentucky's"Top Three"In
Industrial Development To
Visit Fulton On Nov. 13th
Kentucky's :-top three" in the
field of industrial development
will visit Fulton on Wednesday,
November 13, the News was advised today. E. B. Kennedy, chairman of the Kentucky Industrial
Board, James Zimmerman, head
of the industrial committee of
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and Don Buchanan, in
charge of industrial development
for the Kentucky Utilities Company will meet with local civic
and business leaders.
Interested in Fulton as a center
of industrial development the
men will have lunch in Fulton
and discuss present and future
prospects interested in Fulton as
an area for industrial develop-

Nancy Adams Wig
Back To New rork"
Bruce, Collier, Win
Miss Nancy Adams has been
called back to New York for a Honors At Chicago

ment.
Randall Burcham, chairman of
the industrial committee of the
Fulton and South Fulton Chamber of Commerce said today that
the meeting will be conducted
in a workmanlike manner and
had joined Commissioner Leech
bad points for industrial develop.ment will be studied carefully.
Mr. Kennedy told the News by
phone on Wednesday: "We have
many prospects for industrial development in our office every
day. We want to come to Fulton,
study your situation and do
everything possible to get an industry in Fulton as soon as we
can."

Democrats Plan
Big Rally With
Miss Doris Owens

week on the Arthur Godfrey
Jersey breeders exhibiting at
show, beginning Monday Novem- the National Jersey Show in Chiber 11th, and has received per- cago during Oct. 9-11 met with
mission from officials at Murray some of the stiffest competition
State College to make the trip.
in years as entries from 16 states
Waterfield Will
The Bulldogs of Fulton High bringing their season record to
/a a call to Fulton from New and Canada vied for top prizes,
Head State Leaders
School proved as tenacious as four wine, one loss and two ties.
trophies, and national honors.
their name last weekend, as they This Friday, South Fulton will York last Thursday morning,
Who Will Attend
The event was held in conjuncclung to their undefeated season play host to Dresden on the home Godfrey's office talked to Mrs.
Kentucky's
leading Democrats
Adams
Tillman
and
sought an tion with the International Dairy
Sometimes, in our busy workmark by soundly trouncing the field in a night game that will
will gather at Kentucky Dam Vilanswer
the
following
day
as
to
Show
s-day lives we are prone to overin
Chicago's
big
InternaGleason Bulldogs in a home game be broadcast over WFUL-FM.
whether or not Nancy could ap- tional Amphitheater. A total of lage on Friday, November first,
look the outstanding work done
last Friday night. The South
The big game of the local seain a pre-election rally. Heading
by our various civic and cultural
Fulton Red *Devils suffered their son — Fulton versus South Ful- pear on the daily nation-wide 332 animals passed before the the list Of dignitaries will be Lt.
CBS
network
show
beginning
organizations and that's not as it
judge,
Dale
Dean, Ridgeway,
first loss of the season at the ton — will be played here at
November 11th.
Mich., during the three days of Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield, Conshould be.
hands of Tiptonville in a Satur- Memorial Stadium on Friday, Nogressman Nobte Gregory, and
Mrs. Adams called her daugh- judging. The National Junior Jervember 1st.
day night game here.
former Lt.-Gov. Emerson "Doc"
The American Legion post in
Murray that afternoon and sey Show preceded the open show
ter
at
In defeating Gleason by a score
Fulton, with its counterpart, the
President Woods and Dean Spark- showing and leading entries in Beauchamp.
of 35-0, the Fulton Bulldogs ran Excuse. Plows ....
Miss Doris Owens, a DemoAmerican Legion Auxiliary, is
man at MSC promptly gave their the junior judging were nominatup their season string of victories
cratic candidate for the Clerk of
doing a tremendous job in propermission for the week away ed for the open competition.
Through
error
in
an
early
"run"
to seven, against no losses, no
moting worthwhile programs and Cayce Will Crown
from school. Nancy is a freshman
Two young men from Fulton the Court Appeals will be an
ties. On Friday night, the Bull- this week, an advertisement for
offering and giving assistance in Queen On Friday
at
Murray.
gave
splendid accounts of them- honored guest. All First District
dogs travel to Alamo, Tenn. Yor the Orpheum Theatre inadvertState and County officials as well
whatever fields both organizaSince her first appearance on selves in the Junior Show.
ently
carried
the
signature
of
the
South
team
game
that
with
a
a
There will be a Coronation Caras city officials and precinct Detions are called upon to do.
the Godfrey "Talent Scouts" proFulton
theatre.
Donald
Collier
placed
third
in
a
nival at Cayce School Friday Fulton had previously whitewashmoncratic leaders are invited to
We have re-run the ad correct- gram last April 22, Nancy has field of seven entries in the 4attend the canner meeting.
If you haven't noticed it yet, night, October 25, at 7 o'clock. ed, 34-0.
appeared
nation-wide
on
18
ly
in
this
issue,
but
so
you
won't
year-old cow class with his entry,
The Democratic State execuThe battling Red Devils of
we hope that you make a point The basketball queen will be
be confused, the Orpheum is play- broadcasts and 14 telecasts of the "Sparkling Philidora Lulabel",
tive committee members for all
soon to observe the stately flag- crowned, and there will be a cos- South Fulton suffered their first ing "No Time to be Young" and CBS show.
and Thomas Bruce placed fifth in over the
State have been invited
stand that has been erected by tume parade, door prize, fish pond season loss here last Saturday at "The Young Don't Cry" on Fria field of ten in the "5-year-old- to attend and
and
many
various
games.
the
hands
of
Thitonville,
19-31,
interest will be foMemorial
Legion
on
the American
day and„Saturday, and "No Down
cow or over" class, with his en- cused
on the state-wide race for
Stadium. That beautiful flag,
Pam/int' Sunday thru Wednestry, "Jester's Carmel".
the Clerk of the Court Appeals.
waving proudly in the skies, and
day.
The Kentucky State herd placSeveral Fulton county politigreeting incoming visitors to our
Thk—is the first misteake we
ed fourth, behind Ohio, Tennes- cal leaders are planning to atcities, somehow gives the feeling
have *made in tr- lone time.
The Health Department has see, and Indiana.
that Fulton is a town that's proud
some Polio Vaccine which will
of its schools, its people and its
expire Nov. 1. We are urging all
ANNUAL NEBETING
every day life.
The average net farm income production expenses and lower
Parents, who can not afford to
for Kentucky farmers is expect- crop production in 1957. Value of
The Annual Supper meeting of go to a Doctor, to bring their
Last week the State Command- ed to be about ttie same for 1957, 1957 grain crops, for instance,
the
Palestine Community will be children in Tuesday, October 99,
was
Legion
American
er of the
as for 1956. says the Kentucky probably will be down sharply
held at the Palestine Community and start their Polio Immunizain Fulton for a visit and talk Agricultural Experiment Station's as production and prices have
House on Thursday evening, Oct- tion. Any child from 1 through
Fulton County Homemakers gomery; Landscape—Mrs. Percy
with the local post. One of the economics department.
dropped in the period. Burley to- ober 24th, at 7:00 p. m. All Farm
19 years of age can get the vac- held then- Annual Day meeting T.
largest crowds on record turned
State farmers' average net in- bacco production in 1957 is down
King—Palestine; 4-H club—
members
Bureau
are
urged to at- cine. Remember the date: Tues- at the First Methodist Church in Mrs Donald
out for the meeting, which is come in 1956 was $1,734 per farm, about 6 percent also, according
Mabry—Rush Creek;
tend.
day, Oct. 211;Hickman on Wednesday, October Home Management—Mrs. Robert
every indication that there is says Economist Budl Lanpher in to Oct. 1, estimates, which will
16
with
energetic
the
delegations from every L. Brasfield— Sylvan Shade;
something vital and
his be-weekly outlook letter. This cut total value of this valuable
club present.
Crafts—Mrs. W. Z. Griffin—
about the activities of the Amer- is only 3 percent below the all- crop—unless prices riseenough
One highlight of the day was a Austin — Bennett; Recreation —
ican Legion and its Auxiliary in time high of $1,789 in 1951.
to offset the lower production. If
skit of a school room with Mrs. Mrs. Harry Allison--Fulton; The
Fulton.
The 1956 figure, Lanpher said, this happens, net farm incomes
Roy D. Taylor as a teacher and Vice President, Mrs. Roy D. Taywas 12 percent above the 1955 could be slightly higher than for
J. M. Martin. principal of Ful- Roland Carter, Tommy Fields, the following County Leaders as lor from Crutchfield Club and
It is with rome pride that we, figure. He attributed this jump 1956.
pupils, giving their reports; Mrs. Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr.. Membership
as a newspaper serving this com- to increased livestock production
Nationally, the net farm in- ton high school, announced the Ray Gunter, Linda ftoddie, Patsy
munity and reflecting the life of and excellent crop yields, among come was $2,337, 35 percent high- first six-week honor roll today. Smith, Patsy Stallins, Maridel Edgar Recreation Provine, Mrs. of the Western Club, terms of
Wells, Carol McNealy, Saundra Hillman Clothing Collier, Mrs. office do not expire until next
our area, record the many whole- other factors. Government pay- er than Kentucky's. However, The following were included:
Seniors: Allen Maloney, Bud Latham, Brenda Bard, James Claud Crafts Middleton, Mrs. L. year.
some and commendable projects ments also were higher in 1956 Lanpher noted, "there has not
P. Home Furnishing Carney, Mrs.
Mrs. Joe Brandon, a returned
undertaken by this, one of the by $10 million, he said.
been the drop in Kentucky's net White, Marion Blackstone, Bar- Reed, Wallace Shankle, Gary Wil- J. uW
gh.
. nItt:PiTse.
iMi- Missonary, was the guest speaker.
nagem
t
For 1957, he estimates, there farm income that has occurred bara Boyd, Judy Browning, Ella liamson, John Cunningha m,
oldest and most influential vetLandscape
Robert
She discussed her "Experiences
erans organizations in the world are a number of favorable income in U. S. net farm income in the Doyle, Anne Fall, Patsy Grooms, Wayne Anderson, Suzanne JohnMrs. Raymond
Foods In Brazil" and showed many in..
factors. Livestock prices are last few years. The 1956 U. S. Gloria Hinton, Susan McDaniel, son, Jean Burnette, Judy Burton, Harrison.
. . . the American Legion.
Hayford
4-ff
Mrs.
Club
teresting souvenirs of her years
Eugenia Harris, Gladys Worley,
higher; the number of livestock net farm income was 20 percent Virginia Page.
Citizenship there. many lingered
Duke, Mrs. Jack
after the
Now about the diet.
on farms has increased; and below the $2,c111 average of 1951."
Juniors: Johnny Allen, Glynn Martha Herring.
program to examine the handlRay Bradley, Ward Burnette, RicFreshmen: Thomas Carney, 8tah
The other day Lucille Adams hogs probably will be above 1956
Mrs.rirrei Re
johri
ading
Pubil
Jen
c
i
ki
tY
nsW
.
hard Cardwell, Freddy Harper, Bobby Hancock, Dorthan Duke, Bert Metnberatip Yarbro. Jr.Mrsatta: crafts she had on display.
called me up. She said that she levels throughout most of 1957.
BASKETS FOR NEEDY
Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Jr. reconMary Ann Bennett, Susan Bus- Patsy Fall, Bonnie Helms, Hal
too was on a diet and had lost Government payments, through
The organisation elected off"
ed the following HomeinakThe Fulton Jaycees have voted hart, Ruth Louise Butts, Sidney Warren, Judy Moore, Ophelia
about eight pounds in ten days. the Soil Bank, also will have cone
d
rs
uring
whotheha:
perfect
earpe
:
attendance
ah
sot7
I asked her how she did it and siderable effect. In addition, the to take over the "Christmas Bas- Calliham, Charlie Huddleston, Speight.
1.1.
:i .ruli
Sar
Claasy
Mrs
ocethiym
.:ngon:
JiammysIE
den
;.
t—
sumr_mrimeo—v
Pire;irr
program,
Needy"
an
the
Joe
has
Jeffress,
probably
kets
of
for
Philip
farms
number
making
Students
Johnson,
all
A's:
Bud
1000-calories
Treson
:—
:
Seerety
a
e
Club;
staying
"
she said
:n the Inting
Hickmf
leers
Bennett—Mrs. 0. 0. Craft and
a day. That did it. I decided to continued to decline during 1957, annual charity in Fulton and an- Donald Ray, Joau Carter, Joanne White, Senior; Charlie Huddleslle Pe
mr
Mr
s.
. L
ltu
sain
nwiet
ckt; an
Tona
miar
sill
:
Lee
they
week
antinounced
that
this
Jeannie
Covington,
Davis.
ton, Junior; Roland Carter, Sopcut my calorie-count some more he says.
Unfavorable factors include, cipate distributing 100 to 150 basSophomores: Everett Allen, homore; Jean Burnette, Sophoso instead of eating Weeds, birdTommy Allen, Phillip Andrews, more.
however, such things as higher kets.
Continued On Page Pour
Ings—Mrs. Parke. Wheeler—MontContinued on Page rive

'57 State Farm Income About Same As
'56 Survey Shows;Near All-Time Top

Health Dept. Offers
Polio Vaccine Now

County Homemakers Elect Mrs. J. E.
Smith President At Annual Meeting

FHS Announces Six Week Honor Roll;
4 Make All A's; Sophomore Class Leads
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The Regional office will conAnother Soil Essay Contest Announced; Open tinue
to accept requests for loans
which will be held in abeyance
To Kentucky Grade And High School Students pending
the receipt of additional

"Historic" Kentucky Will Mark 23
Additional Sites With Road Markers

Twenty-three new historic sines
were selected to be marked by
the Kentucky Historic Highway
Markers Committee in its last
meeting at the Old State Rouse.
The sites include:
Falls of the Ohio at Louisville;
Jeptha's Knob, a volcanic- erupted plateau in Shelby County; the
Greensburg Courthouse in Green
County, built in 1803 and said to
be the oldest courthou,se building

/Hearing Aid Batteries
Complete Lime

For all makes of bearing aids!
Visit our Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity.
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portant?
When an abnormal blood clot
forms and breaks loose inside the
veins, it drifts along through increasingly larger vessels until
the heart pumps it through with
the rest of the blood into the
lungs. Here, as the blood vessels
get smaller, the clot reaches a
ture met neither in Danville nor

ACAtt
.

C)
sl, 2 FINE HARRIS HOTELS
Nillt4

President Eisenhower's press
secretary
recently
announced
that the President was no longer
taking anti-coagulant drug s.
Anti-clottings drugs are freger of a second coronary attack.
But what are these anti-coagulants and why are they so im-

Purity and Germination.

Phone 202

1
10I)YAONUDR HEAR
quently prescribed for recovered
heart patients to lessen the dan-

Our seed are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin.

"ff PAYS" TO SHOP AT

Fresh styling, more power, and many chassis improv
ements
mark the

headlamps and redesigned grille, hood, and fenders

It is time for your Fall sowing.
Vetch. Balboa Rye, Barley, Oats,
Ladino and Crimson Clover, Wheat and Fescue
and all kinds of field seeds.

Winners of the three major
awerda and their parents and
teachers will receive all-expensepaid trip.' to Louisville
next
spring as guests of honor at the
twentieth-annual
Farm
A WR rds

Style, Power Mark 1958 Chevrolet Trucks
1958 Chevrolet truck line. This Low
heavy-duty model has a new 348-cu.-In. 230-bor Cab Forward
sepower engine
designed for durability with sodium-000led valves,
heavy bearing., and other heavy service features. Combus
tion chamber is
wholly within the cylinder bare. All 1958 Chevrol
et
trucks
have
dual

WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED A PANOGEN
SEED TREATER MACHINE,SO LET US TREAT
YOUR RYE, BARLEY, WHEAT AND OATS. IT
WILL IMPROVE THE YIELD BY REDUCING
LOSS FROM DISEASES.

:11.•

bond, and third, a $50 bond.

kentucky.
Contrary to what many Kentuckians think, the first leglala-

funds.

"That's All She Wrote" LARGEST IN EUROPE
Says VA of Housing The air-sea base now being
built at Rota, Spain, by the U. S.
Loan Funds For Vets Navy
will be the largest Ameri-

still stending In Kentucky.
The Mary Ingles Highway in
Campbell County (Mary Ingles,
"the first white woman in Kentucky." escaped from the Indians
at Big Bone Lick and made her
way along this route back to Virginia); Lower Blue Licks, a selt
spring, the site of Daniel Boone's
capture by the Indians in 1778,
and near Blue Licks State Park.
The Peewee Valley Confederate
Cemetery, the only state cemetery for Kentucky veterans who
fought with the South; Glen Lily,
the Hart County home of Gen.
Simon Bolivar, Confederate general and later governor of Kentucky; the Battle of Ivy Mountain, fought in November of 1861,
along the Big Sandy in Eastern

Fall Is Now Here, So
See Us For Your Needs

11

Kentucky grade and high school
students can share $3,250 in U. S.
Savings Bonds for their essays
on "Conserving Our Soil and
Water Resources."
The
fourteenth
annual
Soil
Conservation Essay Contest was
announced
yesterday by Barry
Direct Loan Funds for the purBingham, president of The Courchase or construction of homes
ier-Journal, The Louisville Times
for veterans are exhausted, it was
and WHAB Inc.; Dr. Robert R.
announced today by the VA RegMartin, State Superintendent of
ional office, Louisville
Public Instruction, and A ThrelAlthough some 600 applications
keld, president of the Kentucky
Association of Soil Conservation are now inverious stages of processing, there are sufficient funds
Matt-tete.
A $100 Savings Bond will be to complete these loans In addpresented to the boy or girl who ition there ere approximately 300
submits the essay judged best in request* for loans for which no
the state. Second prize is a $75 funds are available

in Frankfort, but in Lexington,
June 4, 1792, in a two-story building between Broadway and Mill
on Main Street. That site is to
be marked in the near :future.
Other historic places to be
marked are the birthplaces of
John G. Carlisle. speaker of the
house and secretary of the treasury under president Cleveland
and of John J. Crittenden, United States representative, senator, and attorney general add governor of Kentucky; Gethsemene
in Nelson County; Iron Furnace
in .Bath County; and Crab Orchard, an early station and later
a popular resort.
Queries about the maker program should
be addressed to
Chairman Eugene Stuart in care
of the Louisville Automobile Club
or to Charles Hinds, the secretary- manager of the committee,
Old State House, Frankfort.

,

Luncheon.
In addition to these prizes, a
district award of • $25 bond will
go

to the student who places
first in each of the 121 soll con- serration districts where at least
five essays are suhrnittcfl These
district winners compete for the
state prtses.
Liszt year's top winner from
25,359 entries was Randel A
Flowers, a junior at Cumberland
County High School Ben Barnett,
a Hickman High School senior
from Fulton County. placed as-

passage it can't squeeze through, cond.
blocking part of the circulation
through the lungs. The circulation fails, collapse follows and

death often comes suddenly.
Physicians fight this kind- of
floating clot with clot-stoppin
g
drugs such-as heparin, hedulin
or dicumerol. Heparin, given by
injection, acts immediately, but
is usually used only as a stopgap because it can't be kept at
a workable level for very long
without danger. Hedulin tablets
take hold in one to two days,
and dicurnerol acts slowly over
three or four days, keeping further clots from forming. Anticoagulants can be continued for
years, if necessary.
Other types of abnormal clots
can be handled surgically. The
signs of artery stoppage are sudden pain, paleness, coldness, and
weakness of an arm or leg. When
these occur, the surgeon goes to
work. The artery is opened the

very limited amount of money
become available between now
June 30, 1958, at which time
authority to make direct loans
under existing law will terminate

The Amesican Dairy

Association of Kentucky will elect directors throughout the state during
the week of October 28 In each
of its ten districts.
All dairymen and families in
this area are invited to attend
the meeting November 1 In Mayfield at the Court House from
1:00 to 300 p. m.

LOST RIVER
Lost River Cave, near Bowling Green,_got its name because
of the short deep stream that
starts 350 feet above the mouth
of a rock chamber, tumbles in
• waterfall at its entrance, then
disappears entirely.

JUST ARRIVED!
Factory Returns

SHOES
for children, boys.
misses, men and women.
Huge savings.

Forrester Shoe Shop
Main Street

Fulton

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
Fulton

Phone 201
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Friday & Saturday
DOUBLE FEATURE
THRILLS
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See the sensational film which predicted today's
headlines! — "Russian Sefton's" circles Globe
every 95 minutes. See "Man in Space" on this same
program. Data from the U. S. Air Force. and the
American Rocket Society.

Sunday — Malley — Tuesday — Wednesday

Count
Are

•

Come In now for a peek
at the '58 Chevrolet!
It's yours for the asking. Your Chevrolet dealer will be happy to show you a
booklet containing advance information
about the '58 Chevrolet. Be prepared
to see startling changes!
The new Chevrolet will have spectacular
new styling—lower, wider and much
longer.
There will not only be Full Coil suspension, there will be a new bair ride,
first in the Chevrolet field!
Chevrolet will offer a totally new design
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Twenty-one new members have
been added to the faculty of the
University of Tennessee, Martin
Branch, Dean Paul Meek announced this week..
Included in this number are
faculty personnel employed to fill
new positions brought about by
the new education degree program and expanded course offerings in other fields.
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vital organs.

Blood clots continue to Play
an import part in many serious
diseases. Your doctor can help
keep you safe from these dangers
with tools developed through
heart research, much of which
has been supported by your contributions to the Heart Fund.
There are few fields where medicine has moved faster. In the future, your doctor's skilful use
of anti-coagulant therapies and
mastery of new surgical techniques will help protect you from
abnormal blood clots.
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clot sucked out with a rubber
tube, and the vessel wall stitched up good is new. /n some cases,
these operations can be performed even if the clot lodges in the
brain or another of the body's
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FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
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in V8's, so radically changed this enrine will even look different

The line will have two all-new luxury
models of magnificent distinction.
These are only hints. Stop by your
Chevrolet dealer's soon and take a peek.
While you're there, check on an early
order. Be a '58 Chevrolet-Firster.
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'58 Chevrolet, Thursday, October 31
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Kentucky Parents!

•

Look of the future on newest tughwaye colie for concrete.

The highway ride of 1975 is here!

New-type, sound-conditioned concrete
for your new Interstate System of super-roads
There's not a "thump" to be heard when you drive this
continuous-laid concrete. Almost like riding above the
pavement, instead of' on it. You'll say this new-type conaete gives you the smoothest, most quiet ride ever.
It's laid without interrupting jointa. Then only the
tiniest cushion spaces are sawed into the surface. You
never feel or hear them: Freezing, thawing and de-icers
can't hurt new-type concrete. What's more, it's laid fiat
... stays fiat . serves 50 years and more.
Sound reasons why new-type concrete is the preferred
pavement for the new Interstate System.

Our youngsters deserve
—and at last we have the
opportunity to get for
them—a program of public education at the State
level that will be:
Always forward looking
Skillfully directed
! NA

Truly long-range
Free of the threat of politics, and

AN

Not costing an extra cent
Sulk to cost
Kentucky taxpayers less
Only ooneret• atn be engineered
to match expected traffic loads,
serve 50 years and mom. Its first
ocet is moderate. New-type concrete roads leave taxpayere' do111111m) maintenance ... which will
be up to 80% km than for asphalt.

PORTLAND CSIVIIINT ASSOCIATION NS
twamainsItt Relhilisg. Wardle 2, Kaateeks
A notional avaniaretion k inapt-op and areend the uses of conavk

VOTE "YES" Nov. 5
For the School
Amendment
(No. 2)

,

The Non-Partisan
Committee for The
School Amendment

You con place your order now at Your Local
Authorized Chevrolet Dealer's
•
•
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USDA Announces Quarantine Of
"Certain Area" Of Fulton County
Certain areas of Fulton county
have been quarantined, effective
Oct. 1, to control movement of
the soybean cyst nematode, the
USDA and the Kentucky state
entomologist said this week.
The quarantine, intrastate in
character, is designed to restrict
movement of the nematode to
uninfected areas.
Farmers, farm produce dealers
and
processors, transportation
operatoVs, custom farm machinery operators and others affected by the quarantine measures
will be notified and instructed of
their responsibilities.
Officials noted that farm products, machinery and plants with
soil attached can spread the
nematodes from infected land to
non-infected land. For this reason, the quarantine and inspection measures have been set up.
Certificates and permits for
movement of machinery and
plants from infected areas can be
secured from inspectors representing the Kentucky State entomologist, or the Pest Control
branch of the USDA Inspectors

will be stationed at convenient
locations in the infected areas.
Lee Townsend, state entomologist, and acting head of the Kentucky Experiment Station entomology department, said the inside-the-state quarantine was imposed in the Fulton county area
to protect Kentucky interests. If
this area control and inspection
system had not been started, he
said, the U. S. Department of
Agriculture would have had to
impose a quarantine on the entire state of Kentucky to prevent
inter-state movement of possibly
infected carriers of the soybean
cyst nematode.
The Kentucky state entomologist is located at the Agricultural
Experiment Station, Lexington;
the plant pest control branch of
the USDA, at the Agricultural
Research Service, USDA, Washington, 25, D. C.

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT mama' orie)

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

CLERK OF THE COURT OF
APPEALS (Unexpired Term)

El
El

Charles Malcolm Greene
Corbin, Ky.

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Unless the soybean cyst nematode is controlled, crop damage
to soybeans as well as other
plants, could run into the millions. officials say.

no 201

rday
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Orr
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Globe
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esday

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

El

CIRCUIT JUDGE
If you favor the above

Marines Announce
New Enlistment Plan

For Community Committeemen
Young men and wpmen enlistelection purposes, Fulton County
is divided into 5 communities, ing in the Marine Colps may now
with Community Boundaries as stay at home up to four months
before reporting for recruit trainfollowing!
Community I: Begins on the ing.
Approval of this program by
•e xtrem e Easternboundary of
county, following Hickman coun- Marine Corps Headquarters was
ty line extending westward to announced today by Technical
State Line road to a creek on Sergeant Jack Vohel, of the
the Richard Browder (arm, north Marine Corps Recruiting Subto Palestine Community center: Station at Room 308 Post Office
thence north to • point west of Building, Paducah, Ky.
Its immediate effect will be to
M L. Herring's house continuing northward to a point north- permit applicants to spend the
east of Neal Little's house; thence holidays with their families.
west to a point running north
SO WHAT
and south just east of C. N.
Brown's farm, north to Hickman
In 1825, Taylor. maktng a jourcounty line.
ney over US 91 W to Mammoth
Community II: Begins where Cave, heard the story that
steamcommunity I ends and runs north boat captains subdued
unruly
and south across the county to members of thedr crews by threatpoints east of Highway 127. All ening to send them up Salt
farms whose homes are on High- }Liver among the rowdy saltway 127 are in Community III.
makers
Thus
originated
the
Community III: Begins where phrase, -up Salt River"
community II ends and includes
all farm homes located on Highway 127 and extends westward
•eross the county to a point east
of Olin Gray's farm and north
MAKE
to Highway 123 east of C. C. Bondurant's house, north to Oris
OUR STORE
Leet's land to Bayou De Chem
YOUR
creek and to Hickman county
HEADQUARTERS
line.
Community IV: Begins where
FOR
C,canrnunity III ends and contains
entire strip north and south across county to the Bluff on the
Tennessee line and runs in a
rIt'Ar k
tk,NS
northeasternly direction to and
%PA%
\*
includes the town of Hickman
and to the Mississippi River.
Community V: Begins where
Community IV ends and contains
all other area in Fulton County
west of this line, including MadStop in anytime...
tion. "Ragel" was bred by Pabst
meet your friends here
rid Bend area of county.
—Tou're welcome at
The above boundaries are not
all &ass. Ask to see
changed from previous years.
sod try the latest model CONN instrument
Each farmer is required to cast
ef your choice. No obhis ballot for the community
ligation. Ask about
committeemen in the community
our easy purchase plan
in which he lives. Polling places
with RENTAL privilege.
to be announced at a later date
Community election meetings to
be held November 8th.
—
115 YEARS OLD
-P-The Kentucky Institute for the
Blind was established in LouisDEPT
ville, Feb. 5, 1842.

El

Doris Owens
Wickliffe, Ky.

Huston (Jack) Johnson
Clinton, Ky.

CIRCUIT JUDGE

County ASC Limits
Are Re-Defined

CLERK OF THE COURT OF
APPEALS (Unexpired Term)

Shall Section 256 of the CA*1stitution of Kentucky, relating to
Constitutional Amendments, be
amended so as to:
(1) Permit constitutional
amendments to be submitted in
either House of the General
Assembly at special as well as
regular sessions if stated in the
original proclamation of the
Governor calling the special session as a subject to be considered
at that session; (2) permit not
more than five amendthents to
be adopted for submission to the
voters at any one time, with no
time limit fcr resubmission; (3)
require a separate vote on each
amendment unless the General
Assembly provides for a single
vote on two or more amendments
relating to the same subject; (4)
require a vote to be taken at the
regular election occurring not less
than ninety days from final passage of the amendment or amendments; (5) permit constitutional
amendments to be approved by
the voters by a majority of the
votes cast; and (6) provide that
no amendments shall relate to
More than one subject?

El

Elvis J. Stahr
Hickman, Ky.

Amendment, stamp in
this square

GOMMONWEALTIPS
ATTORNEY

COMMONIVEALTIPS
ATTORNEY

El Yes

If you oppose the

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NUMBER TWO
Shall Sections 91, 93, 95, and
96 of the Constitution of Kentucky be amended so as to:
(1) abolish the elective office
of Superintendent of Public
Instruction and provide for the
appointment of a Commissioner
of Education by a State Board
of Education for such term and
at such salary and allowance'as
may be fixed by the Board; (2)
provide for the appointment by
the Governor, commencing July
1, 1958, of a State Board of Education, which shall consist of
eight members selected from
districts and one member from
the state at large, appointed for
staggered terms not exceeding
nine years, and thereafter for
nine year terms; (3) empower
the Board to manage and control
the common school systems; (4)
establish the qualifications of
Board members and provide for
the fixing of their compensation
and the fiWng of vacancies; (5)
provide that other officers and
employees serving in state-supported educational institutions or
school districts may be appointed
or elected for such reasonable
terms of years and shall have
such qualifications and salaries
and such duties of local or statewide nhture as may be prescribed
by law; and (6) require the General Assembly in 1958 to divide
the state by counties into eight
districts of near equal population
and authorize redistricting every
ten years, commencing in 1972?

above Amendment,

El
El

Flavious B. Martin
Mayfield, Ky.

CIRCUIT COURT CLEIUIL

stamp in this square

n No

If you favor the above
Amendment, stamp in
this square

El TM

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

El
El

Ruth Johnson

IS you oppose the
above Amendment,

COUNTY JUDGE

COUNTY JUDGE

stamp in this square ....[:]No
John C. Bondurant

COUNTY ATTORNEY

COUNTY ATTORNEY

James H Ambers

COUNTY COURT CLERK

COUNTY COURT
Kathryn Kelly Lannom

SHEREPT

SHERIFF

9
El

H. E. (Red) Garrison

JAILER

JAILER

9
COUNTY
TAX COMMISSIONER .

Cl

Earl Tibbs

COUNTY
TAX COMMISSIONER
Eisner Murchison

1
[
- ]

LI
CORONER

CORONER

El
(MAGISTRATE (Dist 1)

SAMPLE BALLOT

Walter A. Voelpel

MAGISTRATE (Dist. 1)
Charlie V. Stephenson .

L Kathryn R. Lannom, Clerk of the Fulton County Court certify
that the above is a copy of the ballot to be voted on in the General
Election to be held in Fulton County on Tuesday. November 5, 1957.

11€'
41

CONSTABLE (DIM. 1)

MAGISTRATE (Dist. 2)
Clyde Corum

SOUTHERN STYLE
AWAITS YOU.

1=1
El

MAGISTRATE (Dist. 2)

/*\
on your next visit to
NASHVILLE'S famous hotel.
AM-CONDITIONED GUIST ROOMS
AT MODERATE RATES

Bert Yarbro, Jr.

MAGI/STRATI! (Dist 4)
,Jeff M. Darnall

Coffee Shop—Julep Room
Delicious Food in •
Friendly Atmosphere
Only a step away Irons
your midtown activities at

CONSTABLE (Dist. 1)
H. W. Walker

CONSTABLE( Dist. 2)

ital
.‘ e PrirT3Tirirrl I ldi"
se* rrnrenTr .

John H. Lattus

CONSTABLE (Dist. 4)

NASHVILLE, Tenne see

El
1:1

Richard Darnall

El
El
El
El
El

4!"
County Clerk
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Neils Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

be MANY pheasant feathers displayed on FALL hats in Fulton
— after Allen and Aubrey return!

THESE WOMEN!

Wendell Hinkley of Lexington.
Ky. visited his mother, Mrs. Chester Hinkley in Fulton last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Crouch
and Mr. and Mrs. George Robert
Tower of Elkton, Ky., were guests
of Betty and Paul Heltsley and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hurd in
Fulton last week.

Dr. R. V. Putnam has returned
This third week in October is ial sorority.
from Chicago where he representsuch a BEAUTIFUL one as we
ed the local Optometric Associawatch Autumn glow in reddish
Lily Winston is having a happy tion at a national meeting in conacross
glory
the landscape — and time in New York with
her son, nection with the National Safety
adding to the loveliness of the James Boaz, and his
family in Congress, Oct. 21-25.
countryside is our knowledge of New York. From
there she will
the week being set aside each visit in Cincinnatti with
Members of the Lambda Nu
her
year — all over our great Nation, daughter, and son-in-law, Mr.
and Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda Soras National Bible Week. It is a Mrs. Foster Terrell and her new ority of the Suprem
e Forest
time when national attention is grandson.
Woodmen Circle held its annual
called to the importance of this
rush party in the form of a weingreat book.
Your Diarist gives an OFFI- er roast at the home of Patsy
As your weekly Deirist — and
CIAL welcome to our new Boy Dedmon recently.
before I report on your activiThe rushees were Delores WatScout Field Executive, James
ties — I should like to share some Owen
and his wife, Pat, and their kins, Peggy Wilhaucks, Gail
thoughts with you that I read eightee
n-month-old daughter who Cooley and Guynell Payne.
in regard to National Bible Week, have
Ata-KA-4c,
During the short business sesmoved to Fulton and are
because I'm certain that you, too, living
sion, following the party Martha
at 212 Green Street.
"it was pretty dreary hare, too, the first week, Mama,
will enjoy them:
This nice, young family came Jane Weeks was appointed chapbut suddenly it's begun to dear up l"
"Some people maintain that relain
and
Joy
Vincent
, musician.
ligion is a personal matter. If by from Prestoriburg, Ky. where he
The
next meeting will be held
religion they mean spiritual has been in professional Scouting on November
11 at Ruth Darnell's der, Pauline Gibbs, Mrs. Maxine ments before the show.
thinging, religion could not pos- for many years. They are mem- home in Dukedo
Those
Matheny, Mrs. Harry Bloodm.
sibly be a more public matter. bers of the Methodist Church and
worth, Mn. Louise Buckingham, huge Swedes rolled me over, beat
me up and knocked me down for
But how you deal with people we hope they will love our town
Happy days are here again — Mrs. Leland Jewell, Mrs. Card- a full hour every
day. My last
in public . . . in private . . . is — as WE do Mr. Owens will de- over Martin
well and Mrs. McAlister.
way when festivitreatment was on the day of the
a result of your spiritual think- vote full time to Scouting in this ties begin at
UTMB to celebrate
show . . and you'll die when I
ing. If your spiritual thinking has district.
Several students from Fulton
their annual Homecoming betell you that by the scales in
been based on the Bible ... your
are
now
attending Memphis the reducin
ginning Friday evening with a
g salon I had gained
Working with the YOUNG
life is richer, your relations with
State
University.
pep rally followed by the annual
six pounds.
FOLK from Fulton High and
other people more satisfying."
The group includes Jackie EdFreshman dance. Highlighting
South Fulton High on the youth
Saturday's activities will be a big wards, 405 Park; Martha Diane
Charlie and Jane Scates have program, "High Time" at 4 parade downto
Of course that's not too hard
wn followed by Bennett, 211 Green; and Betty
returned from a PERFECT trip o'clock each afternoon is a con- the football
for me to understand. I had so
Sue Gregory, 905 Walnut.
game
betwee
n
UTMB
to Nassau! Charlie received this stant source of INSPIRATION— Vols and the
many Charley-horses, black and
West Georgia Coldelightful ail-expense paid vaca- as it affords me an excellent op- lege Braves.
blue
marks, and knots on my
The UTMB team
NOTEBOOK—
tion through the Fedders Air portunity to keep abreast of will be defendi
head that the coagulated nervous
ng
its
season'
s
re(Osettasell fosse Page Oue) system just weighed more
Conditioner Company. They flew "what's happenin'" at both cord of
that's
three wins and no losses.
seed and hay, I started eating all.
from Memphis via Pan-American schools. Last week the South Ful- The football
royalty
,
queen
and
slightly used coffee grounds, soup
Airline and spent seven delight- ton girls were buzzin' over the maids, will
be presented at halfwith no vegetables, meat or
ful days on the MAGIC island Mother and Daughter Banquet of time.
seaActually dieting isn't • word
the
South
Fulton chapter of the
deep sea fishing, swimming, toursoning,
and the wrapping from its a
A Barnwarmin' Dance, sponsentence. When you decide
ing the island — and just plain F. H. A. The dinner was held at sored by the
country
sausage
.
As
a result of to diet I think you
Ag. Club, and highshould say to
6:30 and afterwards there was
having a WONDERFUL time.
such
"food"
I feel like one of yourself: "I have
lighted by the crowning of a King
been committed
a program. presented by separate
and a Queen for the occasion, the soldiers in the death march to sixty-days period of
privation,
Mary Lee Haws Lyons ( Mrs. classes. Everyone had a wonder- will begin
of Bataan.
at 8:30 in the UTMB
aspiration and starvation." You
Clayton) and two boys, Tommie ful time — and it gave the moth- gymnasium.
could evert set the sentence at 90and Dick are enjoying a visit ers an opportunity to see what
To tell you the truth I don't
Your Diarist had an occasion
days or six months, even a year.
with her mother, Lois Haws, at CAPABLE daughters they have! last week
believe
there's
any such thing as The way I feel I've
to drive over to the
been commither home in Highlands. The Lyons
beautiful UTMB campus with losing weight, either by diet, ted to a life sentence
family have lived in Lakeland,
massage or exercise. Perhaps
Mary Ann Hinkle Oldham Vyron Beard of Martin,
who told
Florida for several years but are (Mrs. Roy Lee) is still "STAND- us of the
wonderful expansion you've heard my classic story of
You know you've always heard
moving to Chicago. Clayton 1;:ft . ING Br' — hoping to join her program
at the university. And going to a Swedish masseuse in .... oh, there'll come a day when
for the windy city last week and husband, Lieut. Oldham who is there was
New
York
this
Spring so that I life will be reduced
certainly proof of that
to pill-taking.
Mary Lee will join him there with the U. S. Air Force, station- as we saw
many lovely buildings would look slim and svelte when Diet, as you know, has already
next week. We hope they will ed at Ashiya, Japan. Her plans that have
I
appeared on that memorable come
been erected recently.
to that. I daresay I have
like their new home — but we were not confirmed to leave How happy
the people in Martin tee-vee show Took five treat- read every ad every published
think it will be hard to leave Seattle, Was4ington by ship on must be to
have suck& fine unithat sunny Florida clime. Our October 17, for Tokyo to be join- versity right
in their own backbest wishes to you both, Mary ed by the Lieutenant — and fly yards.
Lee and Clayton!
to Ashiya. But we're keeping our
fingers crosserMary Ann, and
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Greeves,
Joan Baird entertained mem- we hope that your confirmation of Fulton, announ
ce the engagebers of her bridge club and will soon come through. Mary ment of their
daughter. Alice
guests with a lovely party at Ann is with her parents, Mr. and Suzanne.
to Thomas E. Teitloff,
the home of her mother, Edra Mrs. W. T. Hinkle on Vine Street. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gathiel TietEarle Hilliard, on Walnut Street. Lieut. Oldham is the son of Mr. loff, Carrsvi/
le.
Games of bridge were played and Mrs. John Oldham of Barlow,
Miss Greeves is a graduate of
during the evening and a deli- Ky.
Livingston County High School
cious dessert plate was served to
and recently completed training
the following "young matrons":
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dedmon at Deaconess Hospital School
of
Cissy Hatfield, Maurine Treas, are enjoying a vacation in Fort Nursing
in St. Louis, Mo. She is
Betty Lou Thomas, Joanne War- Sill, Oklahoma. They accompani- presently
employed at the Westren, Donna Homra, Joan Homra, ed their niece, Mrs. Kenneth Ter- ern Baptist
Hospital.
Mary Louise Gossum, Marjorie rell, to the army base where her
Mr. Teitloff is a graduate of
Owens, Virginia Jones, and Betty husband, Kenneth, is stationed. Livingston
County High School
Jo Campbell. Out of town guests Mrs. Terrell will remain at Fort and is
a member of the U. S
were Miriam Browder Johnston Sill until the last of October Air Force.
He is presently staof Washington, D. C. and Mary When her husband will have duty tioned at
Malmstrom Air Force
Lee Haws Lyon who will be mov- In Germany. Mr. and Mrs. Ded- Base, Great
Falls, Mont.
ing to Chicago next week.
mon will return to Fulton by
A spring wedding is being
Betty Lou Thomas was high train.
planned.
scorer for the bridge games and
Maurine Tress held second high.
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards of
Mrs. Mildred Cardwell was
Mary Lee and Miriam were given Jackson was a visitor in Fulton honored on her
birthday with a
lovely gifts.
last week.
dinner given by members of her
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Hamlett birthday club at the Park TerHow long has it been since of Jackson visited friends and race Restaurant Thursd
ay evenYOU went on a HAYRIDE? Well, relatives in Fulton last week. ing. Mrs. Vernon
McAlister was
its been a LONG time since Your They also spent some time in Pa- hostess.
Diarist has — but the Senior M. ducah.
Mrs. Cardwell received a nice
Y. F. of the Methodist Church —
gift.
and their guests really had a
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Ross have
Following the dinner the group
HAYRIDE Saturday night. They returned from DuPont Lodge at went to the home
of Mrs. Mcmet at the church and "loaded Cumberland Falls State Park Alister. After games,
late in the
onto" Seldon Reed's truck, had a near Corbin, Ky. where they at- evening the hostess
served cake
fine ride and eventually reached tended the Kentucky Poultry Im- and hot chocolate.
the Glenn Walker home, south of provement Association.
Those attending were Mrs.
town where they enjoyed a weinMarian Matheny, Mrs. Lucy Day
er roast and had loads of fun.
Allen Jones and Aubrey John- Bennett, Sue Ramsey, Meryle
Some enjoyed TV — some listen- son are enjoying a pheasant hunt Helmsi Mrs.
Jack Black, Mrs.
ed to radio, others were in the in Canada. We predict there'll Imogene Brown,
Mrs. Bea Hol
yard doing Folk Dancing and
many gathered around the piano
for group singing. In fact — it
was just a GRAND way to spend"
an evening. About 30 attended
and they were chaperoned by
Lois Jean and Rodney Miller,
Montelle and Nelson Tripp.

d

Ruby Mary Easley, Mrs. Doran
Colley, Mrs. Annie Guthrie, Mrs.
Roy Fields, Mrs. Tom Kelley, Mrs.
William Osborne, Sr. and
The following were patients in Ann Davis all of Fulton. Judith
the local hospitals Wednesday
Fulton Hospital.
morning.
Mrs. Earl Ferguson and baby,
Hillview Hospital:
Clinton; Mrs Joe Richard FrizDathine Mathews, Martin; Ber- zell, Gary, Ind.; Mrs. Agnes Wiltha Rickman, Dukedom; Effie liams, Clinton; Mack Ward,
Sutherland, Lynnville; Lesley Wingo; Mrs. Willie Johnston,
Curlin, Cayce: Mrs. Vertie Lowe, Water Valley; M. A. Seay, Water
Lucille Greer, Arthur Harper, Valley; Willie Kennedy, HickConM Nelms, Elzada Fulcher, man; Lillie Coleman, Chicago;
Minnie Sullivan, ha Heathcock, John Coleman, Chicago; Dougla
s
Otto Fields, Venola Sisson, Jessie Kimball, Louisville; Alfred
Taylor, and Brooks Oliver all of Vaughn, Wingo; Mrs. Daisy BonFulton.
durant. Cayce; Luther Pickens,
Wingo; Edd Watts, Wingo; Mrs.
Jones Hospital:
Edd Watts, Wingo; Mrs. Arloa
Anne Clapp, Clinton, Mrs.
Ellis and baby, Mrs.
Russell and baby, Mrs. R. V. Putabout pill-taking and appetite- nam, Sr., C. W. Burrow,
Mabel
reduction, and what's more I've Hagnover, Mrs. Don Sensing
and
taken nearly all of them. I get baby, Mrs. Lizzie Love,
Mrs.
along fine during the day while Horace Puckett, L G. Davis,
Qua
taking such appetite-reduction Bard, Mrs. Jessie Harris
and B.
pills . . but when I get home B. Stephenson all of Fulton.
somehow I'm three times hungrier than I normally would have
00 TO CHURCH SUNDAIT
been without them.

HOSPITAL NEWS

it K.
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WEEK END SPECIALS
Wool skirt lengths (Reg.82.49 and $2.98), only 81.98
Cotton blouse lengths (1 1 2 yards) _
89c each
Corduroy, washable (Reg. $1.29)
_
98c yd.
Gingham'. 45-inches wide (Reg. 98c) _
_ 79c yd.
Chintz for drapes & bedsprioads (reg. 81.19)$9c yd.
Denims
__ 79c yd.
Indian head, 45-iaches wide
$1.19 yd.
Now is the time to make those special CHRISTMAS
GIFTS.
For the best buys in quality fabrics your first
thought should be

FULTON FABRIC SHOP
Commercial Ave.

Next to NEWS office

'TRADE with WADE and SAVE'

-- FURNITURE COMPANY --

SERVICE

Congrats to our lovely little
'Fulton lass -•- Diane Bennett,
daughter of Allene and Sterling
Bennett who is a MAJORETTE at
Memphis State University for the
second year. How well we remember seeing Diane twirling a baton
and marching down Green Street
with Mollie Wiley — when they
were hardly old enough to march.
But Diane always wanted to be
a Majorette. When her "High
School Days" came along — she
was selected by her classmates
to march with the Fulton Band
and twirl her baton — and now
— Diane is STILL twirling! And
It isn't an EASY job, because
there must be practice sessions
ever so often. Diane keeps busy
as this is her sophomore year and
is majoring in history. She is also
a member of Alpha Delta PI soc-

IS OUR BUSINESS
Do you need help with any kind of
home remodeling or repair? Carpenter
help? Estimating help? General all-around
help? Maybe you know WHAT you want
but don't know HOW to go about getting
it done?
Let US help you. No obligation to buy a thing We have
men, tools, experience, in many kinds of household
work,
at your service.

Your Choice: $1.5800

7-PIECE LIVING ROOM GROUP

Including two-piece couch suite, two end
tables.
coffee table and two beautiful matching
lamps.

7-PIECE BEDROOM SUITE GROUP
Bookcase bed, chest, double dresser, inners
pring
mattress, box spring, 2 vanity lamps. Moder
n
grey
finish.

9 x 12

Fulton Roofing 81 Insulation Co.
MORRIS & COLLEGE STS. SOUTH FULTON PHONE
557
INSULATION • • SIDING • • ALL TYPES OF FLOOR TILE
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL ROOFING
STORM WINDOWS

AND

STORM DOORS

Linoleum Rugs
$4.88

•

Yes, I'm still on the diet. And
How Christian
in spite of the fact that I made
same public, a person who has
Setenee Heals
not seem me in several months
said to me- seriously the other
"A HEALING
day: "Jo, aren't you picking up
OF GRIEF"
a little weight" Quick, Henry,
WPM (
Lb.) neattay 11:1s
the flit.
am.

Table Lamps
(FIBERGLAS SHADES)

$2.95

Sirs. Doran
ithrie, Mrs
Celley, Mrs
and Judith
on.

and baby,
hard rrizAgnes WUck Ward,
Johnston,
leay, Water
HickChicago;
fo; Douglas
I.; Alfred
Daisy Boner Pickens,
fingo; Mrs.
Mrs. Arloa
L RusR V. Putrow, Mabel
iensing and
Love, Mrs.
Davis, Gus
rris and B
Fulton.
IUNDAT

HOMEMAKERS—

I Peeples, Adams Are
Nominated For Queen
W. C.

Mrs. Neal Little, Mrs Hayford
Duke; P'ultoti--Mrs. Jack Allen,
Mrs. Harry Allison, Mrs. A S.
Johnston. Mrs. Robert Oliver,
Mrs. Edgar Provine, Mrs. Robert
Holland, Mrs. H. 0. Butler;
Hickman—Mrs. Joe Lattus, and
Mrs. Hugh Lattus; MontgomeryMrs. Paul Hornaby; Palestine-Mrs. Roy Bard, Mrs. P P. King,
and Kra Bertha Nugent; Rush
Creek—Mrs. Scott DeMyer, Victory—Mrs- E. L. Cooke, Mrs. R.
L. Harrison. Mrs. Ernest Jenkins,
Western—Mrs.
Norman
Sutton,
and Mrs. Bert Tarbes). Jr.
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins County
Reading Chairman presented

Masters Reader
Iourty four.

certificates

The coveted honor, the
Gavel—won each year
highest scoring club went.
ton wtth the Rush Creek
close second.

to

County
by the
to FulClub. a

Mr. and Mrs R. L. Hitchcock
and children, Dee Ann and Robert
Lee. of Louisville, are arriving
Friday to spend the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham in
the
hlands.

lTMAS

ir first

3 office

E'

ed
by
the
shield
staff at a meeting October 8
Eiministions Ludged by three of campus judges to choose the five
finalists will be held early In
November.
Pictures of the finalists, a
full length shot and a formal
pose will be sent to a national
celebrity for the final selection.
The
fifteen
nominees
are
Nancy Westerfield, Junior from
Hartford;
Anne Smith, senior
from
Sturgis;
Mary
Harding,
sophomore from Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; Judy Darnell, senior from
Paducah;
and
8usanne
Nis.
seniors from Murray
Other candidates are. Seniors
Nancy Cummins from Arlinittc,n
and Mary Nell McCain from Hopkinaville; sophomores Hilda Jordan, Paducah; Becky Rudolph
Carat. Ul • ; and Ernestine Batten, Paducah.
Concluding the list of candidates are . Betsy Clinard, sophomore from Springfield, Tenn.;
Terry, soohomore
Pearl
Ebon
from Elarciwell, Brenda Carver,
sophomore from Evansville, Ind.;
Nancy Peeples, sophomore and
Nancy Adams, freshman, both
from Fulton.

THE BROWNS, Terry, age 5,
and Pamela, age 1, are the chil-

dren of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Brown of Fulton Route 4, and
grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Brown of Fulton and Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Leughary of Madisonville, Ky.

STARLITE
Cayce PTA Holds First
DRIVE-IN THEATRE Meeting Of The Year
UNION CITY HIGHW
AY

WED-1111.11- FILL OCT. *3-24-25
(Starts at 8:10)
1111U21:NY ON II= BOUNTY
With Clark Gable
plus
(Starts at 6:45)
THE FIGHTING CHANCE
With Rod Cameron
SATURDAY, OCT. SS
(Starts at 8:35)
A DAY OF may
With Dale Robertson
also
(Starts at 6:45)
QUEEN OF BABYLON

THE POPES: Steve and Stan
Pope, aged 10 months, are twin
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pope
of Martin, Tenn and grandsons of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Allen of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pope
and of Martin

The Cayce P T A. held its
first meeting of the year last
Thursday night at the Cayce
gymnasium It was back to school
night giving the parents an opportunity to get acquainted with

their children's teachers
schedules
The meeting was called to order by the new preeident Mrs. brought up as well as new. The

Johnny Slayton.
The devotional was lead by Bro.
Paul Jones, minister of the Cayce
Baptist Church.
Minutes of the last meeting
were read by the Secretary Mrs.
.
Janies C. Mews, and Mrs. J. E.
With Rhonda Fleming
Smith Jr. gave a, report on the
membership drive, she reported
BUN-MON-TUILS., OCT 27-211-211
one hundred and seventy had al(Starts at 7:30)
ready joined the P T A., it
OKLAHOMA
seems we are well off to • good
With Gordon McRae
start
also
Mrs Patsy Cann read the preStarts at 8 43)
sidents massage
THE LIVING SWAMP
Quite a bit of old business was

organization voted to endorse the
new school amendment and urge
all parents and teachers to go to
polls In November and vote Yes.
A panel discussion on modern
education was held by a minister Bro. Joe F. McMinn, a civic
leader Johnny Stayton. a parent
Mrs. Maurice Elondu.rant, a teacher Mrs. Joe Luten.
Kes. Harry Sublet* Jr. lead the
group in singing and plans were
made for a Carnival at the school
Friday night November 25. every
one invited.

Go To Church Sunday

• SPECIAL PURCHASE!

Mrs. Murrell Jeffress hagaMi
named President of the new PTA
organized for Fulton County High
School and was installed in office
Basketball, at Hickman High
this week, at Hickman High school will get underway TuesSchool, where the group will day, November 12, with Hickman
meet until the new County High playing Woodland Mills in a home
school is completed.
game. A total of 22 games are on
Other officers include Carlos the schedule which follows:
Lannom, vice-president; Miss
Home
Agnes Sublette, secretary, and Nov. 12 Woodland
Nov. 15 Murray Training Home
Mrs. Mary Samuels, treasurer.
Nov.
19 Sedalia
Away
The new PTA will meet monthHome
ly, on the first Monday night of Nov. 22 Carlisle County
Away
the month. Meeting hour is 7.30 Nov. 26 New Concord
Dec. 6 Heath
Home
p. m.
Dec. 10 Fulton
Away
October 29th a "Parents Night" Dec. 13
Janie Rue, age 2, are the daughTilghman
Away
ters of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nola' will be held.
Dec. 14 Cuba
Home
At
their
meetin
g
this
week,
the Dec. 17 Lynn Grove
of Fulton Route 4 and the grandAway
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest newly-formed group went on re- Dec. 20 Clinton
Home
cord
as
endorsi
ng Amendment Jan. 7 Lynn Grove
Moser of Fulton and Mr. S. A.
Home
Number 2, which will be voted Jan.
Notes.
10 Heath
Away
on November 5.
Jan. 17 Clinton
Away
Jan. 25 Symsonia
Away
Jan.
e County
Away
• PLEASANT VIEW Feb. 311 Carlisl
Earlington
Home
Mrs. George Elliott • Feb. 4 Woodland
Away
Feb. 7 Ballard County
Home
Mrs. Lucille Melton is sick Feb. 10 Fulgham
Away
with the flu.
Feb. 11 New Concord
Home
Mrs. Maud Jones happened to Feb. 14 Fulton
Home
the misfortune of seriously in- Feb. 18 Fulgharn
Home
juring her finger last week.
Feb. 21 Earlington
Home

THE LECORNUS: Alan Brent
LeCornu, age 6 and Melinda Ann
LeCornu, age 2V2, are the children of Mr. and Mrs. Otis LeCornu of Fulton and grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. L. Armbruster of Fulton and Mr. and
Mrs. 0. R. LeCornu of Dukedom
Route 2.

Bro. and Mrs. Wall were guest
Sunday in the home of Mr and
Mrs. Treal Doughty.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott
spent the weekend visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Max Council in Savannah, Tenessee.
Mrs. Ernest Jackson was hostess
Sunday to a birthday party honoring her son, Freddie Those
present were Mike and Charles
Nanney, Ricky
Bowden, Jerry
Doughty, Richard Wilkenson,
Ronnie Wall, Lynn Bowlin, John
Travis Dacus.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hazelwood
spent part of last week visiting
Johnny's brother in Alamo, Tenn

Over The -Top" Goes
Hickman County
Hickman County, with September sales of 228,387, went "over
the top" in reaching its 1957
quota of Series "E" and "H" U. S.

Savings bonds according to a tabulation released this week. Joe
R. Johnson, Jr. is County chairman of bond sales.

Fulton County, with September
sales of $36,068, has thus far
reached only 61% of its '57 quota,
TEE OVERBYS: Beverly Ann, the
report showed.

age 41, and Brenda Carole, age 3,
are the daughters of Goble and
JoAnne Overby of Fulton, and
grandchildren, ofit Mr. and Mrs.
loin T. Hawks arid of Mrs. Matti* Overby.

THE HOODENPYLES: Judy,
age 11, and Joe, age 7, are the
children of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Hoodenpyle of Fulton and grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Watts of Fulton Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hoodenpyle,

ELECTRIC COOKING

Clinton, Ky.

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Farl
ONLY

19995
M•411•1 KIN-43

• Self-Cleaning Rod Type Broil and Bake Units • Removable Porcelain'
Drip Pans and Chrome Rings • Surface and Oven Signal Lights
.• Oven Thermostat • Illuminated Backguord • Appliance Outlet

Charlie Scates Stores
FULTON, KENTUCKY

NOW./ Heel Lifts
ter
Heels attached
safely...properly.
with our new
Cinders& •
Amto-Soler.

Forrester's Shoe Shop

Go To Church Sunday

MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY

Auction Sale of Household Goods
To be held at the Tilman Oliver Farm
Located 6 miles east of Fulton near
Stafford's grocery on

Friday Afternoon, Oct.25th,1 p. m.
Living Room Suite
Wool Rug

Electric stove
Electric refrigerator
Many other items

Antique Items

The estate of TELMAN OLIVER (deceased)
Bill Gray, auctioneer

Name the Winner!

"All-American Brands"
TONY MARTIN
MERIT 4-STAR
DERBY HOUSE

ESQUIRE SOX

100 AttendAttend MYF
Meet At Gleason
The Sub-District meeting was
held at the Gleason Methodist
Church Monday night with one
hundred attendence.
At the business meeting, Kay
Johnson Of Fulton, was elected
Sub-District officer "of Christian
Faith."
The program was presented by
the South Fulton Charge, those on

the program were: William Colley of Harris MYF "Opening
Prayer"; Nancy Faulkner of Harris MYF, "Scripture Reading";
Linda Rogers and Paula Cambell
of Chapel Hill MYF, sang a duel.
Mr. Jack Lowe conducted a Bible
Quiz on the "Life of Jesus". Mr.
Lowe was substituting for the
president, Mr. James Hickman, of
Chapel Hill MYF.
October meeting will be held
at The Martin First Methodist
Church.

Baptist Boys Group
Convenes In Paducah
About 1,000 boys are expected
to attend the eighth annual Kentucky Royal Ambassador Congress at Tabernacfle Baptist
Church in Paducah Nov. 1-2.
Sponsoring the congress will
be the Brotherhood Department
of the General Association of Baptists in Kentucky. J. C. Bellew,
state Royal Ambassador secretary, will be in charge. Presiding
will be Eddie Owen. Louisville,
ambassador-in-chief.

$1

ATHLETIC SOX

--

Easiest Most
Accurate Cooking Ever

Save Money — Shop in Fulton

Shop from this Line - Up of

40" ELECTRIC RANGE
PUSH BUTTON

UNMARKED CABS
The Tennessee State Highway
patrol announced this week that
it would start using unmarked
patrol cars throughout the State
in an effort to hold down the
State's traffic deaths.

A $5 SPORT SHIRT to the one who correctly
guesses the score of the Fulton-South Fulton game.
Eater your guess now at our store: contest
free
to all

KELVINATOR
WITH

Martin's new $32,8114. city hall
was occupied for the first time
last week. The new modern brick
structure is located on the southeast corner of the I. C. park.
The new city hall contains the
city water and gas offices, the
fire and police departments, jail,
public assembly room aed public
rest rooms.

All household goods will be sold, including:

NEW 1958

CHURCH STREET

The Fulton News, Thursday, October 24,
1957 Page 5
Martin
Into
Hickman Opens Ball A New Moves
City Ha11,

Season November 12

pring
grey
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New County High
School Forms PTA

ona Barnett; Cayce--Mrs.
Sowell and Mrs. ParneU
GardCandidates for Shield queen
gan; Crietchfield — Mrs
Bryan at Murray State College were
Kee-rby, Mrs. D. J. Murchnon,
nominat

ARRIVING FOR VISIT

y
k each
98c yd.
79c yd.
89c yd.
r9c yd.
1.19 yd.

Citizens Of Tomorrow

Costumed frees Pere OW

suits for men
$39.54 to $60

21 to $1.95

HUBBARD SLACKS
$735 to $14.95

RABHOR, Standard Robes

ALLIGATOR topcoats

$8.95 to $15.95

$34.75

JAFtMAN SHOES
$9.95 to $14.95

DOBBS. LEE HATS

MANHATTAN, WILSON
BROS PAJAMAS
¶3.95 to $12.56

$8.50 to 020

MANHATTAN,PURITAN
drees shirts, sport
shirts, sweaters
$3.95 to $2.95

HICKOK and PARIS Belts
$1.50 to $5.00

HICKOK JEWELRY
$t.s. to $11.95
BEAU BRUMMEL TIES
$1 to $5

Introducing

SKYWAY LUGGAGE
• New
• Light-weight
• 7colors
• Durable
• Open patterns for Ladles
and gentlemen
VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER!

LAY-AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS. Use our lay-away plan.
Stores Hours 8 a. m.-5:30 p. m.
Special showings by request

Grisham-Butterworth
ON THE MAIN — PHONE 210 — NEXT door to City Hall
E. C. Grisham
Hugh Rushton
G. B. Butterworth

Floyd, Webb Coaching
In Hickman County
liif mAYIA6

AurlYATIC
. WASHER
as
i
tee A Thseass
Ma'am ,11••
1 116Lew dawn payment.°"
sad Seery Terms

BENNErr ELECTRIC
ranee

117 Mans

,

Charles "Doodles" Floyd, member of the famous Cuba basketball team and later a star at Murray State and at Mississippi
Southern at Hattiesburg, Miss.,
has been named basketball coach
at Fulgham this year.

Irs

A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Pruitt of
Fulton are the proud parents of
a baby girl, Shirley Marie, born
Oct. 3, at 8:02 p. m., at Jones
Hospital.

An old Cuba teammate, James
Webb, who also attended Murray
State, is the new basketball coach
at Central in Clinton.

The Whitnel Funeral Home

PABST REGAL DAN

IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

/7Yearly,
Bright)spot
in the budget book!
•••
•
••
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Artificial Breeder's Co-Op Purchases An
Outsanding Proven Holstein For Kentucky
The proven Holstein sire, Pabst
Regal Dan, is a late addition to
the Holstein Stud at the Kentucky Artificial Breeding Association. "Regal" was bred by Pabst
Farms, Oconomowoc, Wis. and he
was purchased from Dr. G. R.
Clinton, Mason, Michigan. "Regal" has ten daughters that average 15,038 pounds of milk, 3.8 per
cent and 544 pounds of butterfat
on a 305 day, 2X. mature equivalent basis. This is 1,269 pounds of
milk and 45 pounds of butterfat

Kentucky High In
Angus Leadership
Missouri maintained its lead
in Angus production by topping
all other states and territories
this year in registrations, transfers, and new breeders, anourices
Secretary Frank Richards, American Angus Association, St.
Joseph, Missouri.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP

At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Moss of All Kinds Aweretely Repaired at Low Cast
kV—

ANDREWS

Jewelry Company
41
10

Buy 5...Get6
in Reddy's 2-2-2 esia.
174 Pack o' Bulbs

U5 Imes\

Stock up now!
•Fill all your needs!
•Use this handy coupon

•

FREE
BULB

111

COUPON

$1.42 Value for
Two

$135 (tax incl.)

75-watt bulbs

Two 100-watt bulbs
Two 150-watt bulbs

'This coupon when signed entitles any residential customer receiving electric bills from Kentucky Utilities
Company or Old Dominion Power Company to receive
a 150-watt lamp bulb without charge with the purchase, between October 1 and November 30, 1957, of a
minimum of two 100-watt bulbs, two 75-watt bulbs and
one 150-watt bulb from any cooperating lamp bulb dealer
in territories served by these companies.
cie
Pukes shown here or• betted on wtonufocturtes' current prkia schedules which
of any (bongo, the pistils
notice.
In
the
event
without
thong*
to
subject
elm
listed in this plow will be *dittoed accordingly. The cotapony hos no knewl•
edge of any entkipatiell
Custohiers
Signature
Dealer's
tilerne

Town
NOT/ TO DSALIS IN TERISTOMIS 11114/10 SY K.U.-0.0.1 This se.pon when
Ion 27c et your newest K.U.-0.0. effie•
reparly NOW In seql be
Si 9%e 154 i1 this *Cavity.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

W. have complete stocks q

Phone Company Will
Present Another TV
Science Series Show

Page 6, The Fulton News, Thussday, October 24, 1957

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Rabey of
Water Valley are the proud parents of a son, born Oct. 4, at
8:35 p. m. The baby weighed five
pounds, eight ounces.

IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Don Nelson are
the proud parents of an eight
higher than the average of the pound, six ounce baby girl born
specord-s of the dams of these at 10:55 p. m. Friday at Jones
daughters on the same basis.
Hospital.
"Regal" is sired by Pabst Regal,
outstanding proven herd sire at trs A GIRL
Pabst Farms and his dam is a
Mr and Mrs. Joe Wilds is
"very good" daughter of Wiscon- Dukedom, Route 1 are the proud
sin Admiral Burke Lad. He is, parents of a baby girl, Katrina
therefore, a double grandson of Narie. born Oct. 10 at 3.25 a. in..
Burke.
at Fulton Hospital. The tillbY
pounds, four
"Regal" will be available to weighed seven
Kentucky dairymen through their ounces.
local artificial breeding cooperaIT'S A Girl
tive.
Mr. and Mrs. Doc Settling of
The top ten states in registra- Fulton are the proud parents of
tions were: Missouri, 20,250; Iowa, a seven pound, 11 ounce baby
17,898; Illinois, 17,889; Texas girl, born at 9:50 a. m Oct 12.
9,934; Kentucky, 7,888; Virginia, at Fulton Hospital The baby was
7,831; Oklahoma, 7,312; Kansas, named Catherine.
7,215; Indiana 6859; and TennesIT'S A BOY
see, 6,021.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cruce,
Transfers of registered AberUnion City, Route 4 are the
deen-Angus set a new annual reparents of a nine pound
cord with the following states proud
boy, born at 5:30 p. m. Oct.
heading the list. Missouri, 17,473; baby
4.
Illinois, 14,043; Iowa, 12,567;
Texas, 8,834; Virginia, 7,299;
ITS A GIRL
Oklahoma, 6,352: Kansas, 6,252;
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. ConnaughKentucky, 5,722; Indiana, 5,649;
ton are the proud parents of a
and Tennessee, 5,526.
six pound eight ounce baby girl,
Marilyn Gay, born Oct. 14, at
SEEKS SCHOOL SITE
4:10 a. m., at Fulton Hospital.
The Superintendent of Public
School at Clinton announced ITS A BOY
there last week that he would
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ferguson
seek options on 12 acres of ground of Clinton, Route I, are the proud
for construction of a new school parents of a three pound, semen
building to accommodate the ounce baby boy, born Oct. 13, at
combined high school enrollments 12:20 p. m. at Fulton Hospital.
of Central and Fulgham.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Polsgrove
of Fulton are the proud parents
of an eight pound son, Robert
Keith, born at 1 p. rn.. Oct. 12,
at Jones Hospital.

DAYTON V-BELTS

The work of scientists throughout the world in a field relatively
unfanuliar to the average layman
will be presented on televlaton in
"The Strange Case of the Cosmic
Rays." which will be seen over
the NBC network on Friday. October 25, at 5.00 p m. (CDT).
This is the third program in
the Bell System Science Series.
presented
already
has
which
"Our Mr. Sun" and "Nemo the
Magnificent."
Produced and directed by Pram
Capra, and starring Richard Carlson and Dr. Prank Etextt r, this
new Program deacrtbas the scientific detective work that went n to
the discovery and Identification
of the mysterious radiation nos
known as cosmic rays It describes the scientific methods in
detail by showing how scientists
contantly and carefully experiment to unlock the secrets of the
unknown.

HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
for

PHONE 201

FULTON

I SPECIAL
Wallpaper
SALE

4

ACQUIRE STOCKYARDS

— per roll

Roy B. Berry and son, Jimmy
Berry. have acquired the stockyards in Clinton, Ky. formerly
operated by Sam Harper. The
senior Berry has been in the cattle and hog business in Hickman
County for the past 18 years.

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Church

Phone 35

00 TO CNURCJI SUNDAY
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HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
Modified Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
largest producer of animal biolpgicals — AWED
Laboratories,Inc.
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TRICK OR TREAT. It won't be long 'til we'll all be
bearing this familiar greeting from our small friends and
some of them will probably be all excited about Halloween
parties. Just for fun I jotted down a list of ways the
telephone could help in planning a Halloween party, or
any other party. The list of calls went something like this:
invite the guests—maybe a dozen or more; order refreshments; order extra ice; have the cleaner pick up my beet
suit; call around to see who has Halloween decorations—
and to it went. It's really surprising how such a list can
grow. Just goes to show how much we a rely on the
telephone to get things done quickly. You try it sometime.
Make a list of things you do each day by phone, and
you'll see what I mean.
• • •
FALL IN FOR DECORATING. The nip in the air has
stirred a lot of activity around here—fall housecleaning,
painting, repairing and the like. Seems to me it would be
just the time for folks to give their rooms a "new
look" too with some bright
color phones to harmonize
or contrast with new color
schemes. Extra color
phones are a joy to have
and to use in bedrooms,
kitchen or den— whereever you find most convenient. And you can have
several for less total additional cost than you're
°now paying for your main
phone. Our Business Office will be glad to give
you any further information you desire.
• • •
TV IS ON THE PHONE. This is truer than you
think. Whenever you watch a television show
coming from New York or Hollywood, the picture and sound are brought to you over Bell
telephone system communications. Our scientists tell us that eventually TV will probably be
on the phone. Then you'll be able to telephone
a friend and see him while you're talking to
him. That should be a real pleasure—next best
thing to a personal visit.

Well
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My
houn,
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haft
Mrs.(
attends
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Up to 60c Values

Telephone
Talk
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager
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Come In for a "HANDLING EASE TEST" of a new

Golden Anniversary
I1VTERAATIONAL
0-"
0 +"
°4410
;railli14

p

•MI • '401 allt

sas

1111111P'
.;"
Golden Annhtorsory INTYRNATiONALS rang,heat Pickups to 33,000 lb. GVW wheelers.
Ofh•r INTERNATIONALS, to 56,000 lb.. OVW,.r•vrid out wisrld's most complet• Ii...
Mow

You can 900 the Action-Styling in every line of the new Golden
Anniversary INTZINATIONAL MIAS. But it takes our "Handling
Ease'net" to see how smoothly they go through their paces.
So we ask you to drives new 1.243TRNATIONAL MICA.
Jockey it through tight spots, beck it, maneuver it Than by
It an rough stretches—the rougher the better.
You'll be telling us about handling ease, comfort, power — and
what color combination you want.
Remember, toy- brreirecnoweL 'Ducks coat knot to ewe—
cost recorda prove it. Come in for your teat today!

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS cost least to own!

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
228 FOURTH ST., — FULTON, KY.

•
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• NEW HOPE NEWS •DUKEDOM

•
Rev. and Mrs. A. B Adams
were Sunday dinner guest of Mr.
Mrs. Marion ?Clain • and Mrs. William Ward.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison were
Sunday dinner guest of Mr. and
Well folks, Fm back on the
Mrs. Dock Dublin and family.
Job again after several smoke, due
Mr and Mrs McClure of Mayto my mother's ninon. And befield, Ky. were weekend visitors
ing In the hospital most of the
of Mr and Mrs. Hester Bennett..
time.
The community was shocked
My mother, Mrs Ethel Cal- and saddened.at the sudden death
houn, will be back in my home of Tillman Oliver last Thursday
by the time you get your paper night. Sympathy is extended to
Mies Sherry Wade and Mr. and his devoted family.
Mrs. Clyde Stewart and family
The members of Mt. Morlah
attended the all-night singing at Church have recently purchased
Memphis on Saturday night
the church building and have In-

Mn. Elmer Walston •

Joyce Taylor •

• MT. MORIAli

1•01....10•Er

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey

Frields •

MOISTURE HELPS
Iowa State
College
research
showed that corn harvested when
It contains 30 to 32 percent moisture was worth 10 cents more per
bushel as feed for fattening cattle
than low-moisture corn from the
same field. The high-moisture
corn paved about 8 percent in
feed Wats; when stilbestrol supplement was fed to steers In the
high moisture corn lots, the
combined savings amounted to 16
percent.

Mr. J. W
Richardson Lcne
News reached
We had a nice rain last week
relatives
here
Oak, Ky. visited his granddaugh- that the
fanners were glad to that Mr Limey Murrell is very
ter Mrs. Leroy Latta and Mr. Latsick in
Akron, Ohio hospital
see.
ta •last Tuesday
Joyce Taylor
visited
Norma where he and Mrs. Murrell re•
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston Robrer of near Dublin Monday sides. He has been employed for
returned last Sunday night from night of last week.
the Firestone Rubber Plant a
a four day visit with their childmany
years
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of good
an 1
man
ren and grandchildren in Rock- Lynn Grove, Mrs. Altis Rowland friends here wish him a rapid
ford, Illinois.
of Detroit and Mr. and Mrs. recovery.
Mr Reed Holmes has just addMr. Morris Herndon from New Ernest Rowland and son of LaMexico is visiting his mother Mrs. Center called in the W. L. Row- ed a new root to his barn at his
farm near here.
Thelma Anderson and other re- land home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T Hicks, Lalatives for a few days.
Other repair work continues at pita! in Martin, Tenn. Mrs VinMrs. Earl Williams, Mims Maude Donna and Tim, were the Sunday close pace, where over at the cent has been a sufferer of ArtMade by
Stevens visited Mr. and Mrs. greets of Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Grover True house he is hammer- hritis for several years thus reing away, with new hardwood, guiring aid of her family physicKRAFT
Bryan Mouitre Sunday afternoon Nanney
Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Taylor and floors and gas heat will be in- ian.
from no ono end osly
Ws. Harry Cook. Mr. Johnny
Limiter, Jackson, Tenn. visited Joyce visited in Fulton Sunday stalled.
Gorham — Towle — Wallace
Rev. Dempsey Henderso H fill- MIRACLE WHIP
p.
m. as guests of Mesdames
Corn gathering has begun at ed his regular
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta Sunday
appointment at
Lunt — International — Heirloom — Sterling • afternoon.
and special
Pearl Cooley and Eula Morris.
the Gilbert Roberta house and New Salem
Baptist Church the
pickle relishes
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emerson the job is done by William
Wayne Latta Murray, Ky. vispast Sunday at 11 o'clock and
Bulova — Elgin — Gruen — Hamilton
ited his parents Mr. and Mrs. and Bob of Newbern - spent one Roberta and sons machines
the evening service neid at usual
night
last
Longtnes — Whittnauz. — Benrus Watches
week
with
his
parents
Mrs.
Susie
Prields 1...n t quite hour.
Leroy Latta over the week-end.
the Roy Emerson.
so well, last reports from her
The 3 day meeting of the
Mr Grant Bynum is recoverMr and Mrs. A. A. McGuire bedside.
Greenfield Primitive Baptist As
Largest Selections
ing from a deep siege of cold
Work
this
ate
Sunday
week
on
dinner
the
Buton
with
their
son
sociation which
was held
and sore throat.
at
Greenfield, Tenn. closed Sunday and family Mr. and Mrs. Elion Lassiter stock-barn has taken on
a
Pall plowing has gotten well
ID Western
shape,
where
McGuire
he
and
and
tne
sons
of
helpers
Fulton.
Elder Washburn and Elder Clyde
on the way for a lanZe:
Jewelers
are
found
The
acreage
busy
getting
friends
up
of
Mrs. Albert Casey
the of
Mooche from Cleveland, Miss.
Kentucky
wheat in this section.
were the Sunday morning guest were sorry to hear of her pas.sins frame, and It is now ready for
Mayfield and Murray
speakers. Elder E. D. McClutcnen away Sunday p. m. Funeral ser- the roof.
Mrs. Charlie Vincent remains
is the church pastor. A large vices were Tuesday p. m. at the
Jackson Funeral Chapel burial in under the medical aid of Dr.
WORLD'S GREATEST
crowd attended the services each
Brandon at weakly County Hoethe Oak Grove Cemetery.
day and heard some good old
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey were
time preaching. Dinner was serv- back
in Sunday School Sunday with ldra. Alford's mother,
Mrs.
ed on the church grounds at noon
after being absent several Sunday Mettle Rogers, belas Helen
Rogers
there were visitors from Alaba- on
account of illness.
of Washington D. C. spent a few
ma, Missiasippl, Miaeouri. Mr. and
Mrs. Weaver Thacker was the days of lest week
OLD HIGH SCHOOL GYM
with
her
Mrs. Elmer Wanton, Me an. Ur' a. guest of
Mrs Oliver Taylor Thurs- mother.
Porter Lewis and Mr. and Mrs. day of
last week.
Mrs. Jim Ryerson of East St.
Willie McClanahan attended the
Mr and Mrs. W. L. Matthews Louis spent last week
with Mrs.
Sunday Morning services.
and Larry attended the Grave C. K Lowe.
Co. Singing convention Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Conner
at Calvary Presbyterian Church of St. Louis were
FIRST STATE NEWSPAPER
Sunday guests
near Wingo.
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lexington became the birthMrs. Maude Jones happened to Ishurn Conner.
Bell time 8:15 p. m. Sponsor: Booster
place of the first newspaper pub- an accident Saturday getting one
James McDaniel, Sam McDaniel
lished in Kentucky in 17ir1, when of her fingers cut off and some of and Bert
Rogers have Leen on
We pride ourselves on the expert cleaning that the town
council granted John the 'them injured. She is a pat- the sick lime
Bradford lot No. 43, free of coat ient in the =blew Hospital in
Kelly French is slowly improvwe give your sweaters and knitwear, and on the as Mug as the press continued Fulton.
ing after several weeks illness
Sunday afternoon visitors in his
COMMANDED AT PADUCAH
SPECIALLY DESIGNED BOXES
home were Bro. Oliver Cunningham, Mrs. Kenneth H'utchens and
General Lew Wallace, author
Charles
MM.
Lewe
• Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Sharpe and
in which each article is packed for that no-crush, of "Ben Hur," commanded the
children all of Fulton.
Federal supply depot at Paducah
Quite a large crowd attended
store-freigh appearance. When you're ready to wear
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lour and
during the War between the
the wedding of Miss klareader Jane and Miss Linda Rogers atStates
Bennett and Ralph Dale Hardy tended the Sub-District M Y. F.
'em again, they look like brand new! Try this new
at Johnacina Grove Sunday after- In Gleason, Tenn. Monday night.
!SOCK, ROCK. ROCK
noon. Bro. Robert Moore pastor
service at ours, today.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Steller and
Chimney
Hoc k,
Sharktooth of the Church performed the baby and Mr. Metier mother,
Mrs.
Rock, and Candlestock Rock in double ring ceremony. Following Ruby
Midler of Fulton spent Satamong the most interesting of the reception given at the brides urday afternoon
with Mr. and
the Pine Mountain State Parrs parents the happy couple left for Mrs. Riley
Smith.
geologic formations.
a short honeymoon and on their
Harmon Perce of Murray State
return will be at home at 106 College spent the week end
AND DRY CLEANERS
with
West Street in Fulton.
his mother Mrs. Christine Pierce.
stalled,
gas of which we are all
Mrs. Pearl Brice of Hickman
Phone
proud. Visitors are always wet- and Mr. and Sirs. Penny Cape
Corns.
and children of St. Louis relatives
of the bride attended the wedding.
Mrs Roy Lawson and children
Leroy and Helen of Sturgis, Ky.
and Mr. and Mrs Bobby Crenshaw and baby of Indian Head,
Maryland were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Riley Smith one clay last
week Omar Smith and Mr. and
FOR KAYO*
Mrs Bob - Demyer were afternoon
"Are you in favor of the organguests.
Nelson A. Tripp
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
ization of the City of Fulton
Dyersburg spent the week end

l-landy,-thrifty...
and oh,sopoi/

Mitaele

9
S

Lindsey

Sandwith Soul

Professional Wrestling

•

p0.
le 35

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

Thursday Nile, Oct. 24th
Club

-- MAIN EVENT --

A

•

NEW.

FOUR MAN TAG TEAM MATCH
MOODY PALMER and CHICO CORTEZ
vs
ROY WELCH
and
LES JAMISON
Two Out of Three Falls, One Hour Time Limit

•PIERCE STATION

PARISIAN LAUNDRY
14

ALSO TWO ONE FALL MATCHES
30 MIN. TIME LIMIT

Fulton

SAMPLE ,BALLOT
El
El

PORI POLICE COURT JUDGE
Pt

15_ Percy

under the City Manager Form of
Government?

Try This

I=1

MOTOROLA HI-Fl

DON'T MISS THESE OUTSTANDING BARGAINS

lot a Week

TOR CITY COUNCILMEN
(Veils ter elz)
Smith Atkins

THUR - FRI - SAT SPECIALS

FREE!

Ladies Hose

.:1
11

El

FIRST QUALITY

Well pat this New Motorola
Deluxe HI-Fl M your home.
Ten try it fir a week—with-

.Mbin G. Marie

2 pr. $1.00
Ladies Skirts

out charge or obligation.
Ws want you te actually see
why it's the boot buy in
CaB usrfor delivery.

J. Ward Johnson

WOOL & PART WOOL

Misses and Junior
DRESSES
LATE FALL COTTONS
Reduced 1/3
$10.98 VaL
$8.98 VaL

67.2.5

$5.95
$4.65

$5.98 & $6.99 VaL

Sizes 22 — 30

$4.00 VALUE

Cliarlos A

$2.98
New Blouses

Rice

ROLL-UP SLEEVES

Orian L. Winstead

Sizes 32 — 38

$3.00 VALUE
L Kathryn R. Lannon), Clark of the Fulton County Court. certify
that the above is a copy of the ballot to be voted on in the General
Election to be held in The City of Fulion on Tuesday, November 5,
1957.

Powerful IT, r. r
sinekors. lt watt am .
OW 4 wed chow,
separate tone sentrofs.
geode SItZ3)

$199.95

ASK ABOUT OUR
LOW, LOW TERMS

A! A"
as••••-A
P
...)
County Clark

Wade TV Service
206 Main

$1.98
Brown Domestic
Good Grade.

36 inches wide
REG. 25c yd.

5 yds. $1.00

Phone 126
+WV

Boy's Sport Shirts
Long Sleeve

Flannel & Cottons

$1.50 Value

Sizes 2-16

• $1.00
Ladies Briefs
Sizes 5-6-7

6 Colors

49c Value

3 pair

$1.00
Sheet Blankets
70 x 90 SIZE

$1.98

%aloe part In the BoU Banks
Acreage Reserve program may also earn up to $3,000 co each of
their farms for "reserv tit; part
(Ed's note; the !allow:lig information, supplied THE NEWS
of a crop acreage which is under
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
an allotment program. Thus, a
agenctes will be of special interest to progressive farmers in the
farmer taking part in both the
Ken-Tenn area):
Mrs. Susie Barber Bow his, a
Acreage Reserve and the ConaervatIon Reserve programs could former resident of Graves CounOct. 24: Fern Taylor Hamblin,
earn $3,000 on each of his farms ty, died Tuesday night, Oct. 15, in
- Conservation Reserve
Julia Lee Mullins; Oct. 23: DudIn any one year. Mr. C C under the first-named
program Highland Park, Mich. She was 71.
Vaughn, Chairman of the Obion plus a total of $5,000
Mrs. Bowan leaves two sons, ley Meacham, Mrs. Myrtle Rice,
in annual
Annual rental payments under County Agricultur
al Stabilisation rental payments for each
Basil
and Troy Bowlin, both of Nancy Jeffress, Ida Carol Notes,
year
the Soil Bank's 1968 Conservation and Conservation Committee, rethe Conservation Reserve con- Lansing. Mich.; and four daugh- Arch Gore, Joe Forsee; Oct. 218:
Reserve program are stall limit- minded farmers today.
tract was in force on his farm, ters, Mrs. Lela Thomas of Hick- Ben Schwerdt, Ray's Sandwich
ed to $5,000 to an
perticipant
Farmers who are eligible to plus • cost-sharing payment to man, Mrs. Lubie Page of May- Shop (Anniv.); Oct. 27: Mrs. Marhelp cover the cost of installing field, Star Route, Mrs. Irene vin Crocker, Sara Jane Hall, Shira conservation practice on the Evans and Mrs. Crystelle Ben- ley Lee Fields; Oct 28: Pamela
Science Develops New Tablet:
Ruth Greer, Jerry hastings, Paul
land placed in the Conservation nett, both of Detroit.
Reserve.
Services were held Friday afChairman Vaughn said that, ternoon at the Latter Day Saints Hospital in Fulton.
Services
were
beginning with payments for 1957, Church. Bro. Curtis Ross officiatheld
Tuesday
annual payments (under the Con- ed. Burial was in the High Hill afternoon at 2, at the Jackson
Brothers Funeral Rome Chapel
servation Reserve program) will Cemetery, under direction
of in Dukedom.
be made in the last months of Jackson Brothers Fumes!
Elder Wade PcrkHome
!or millions who suffer torture tasted, pains and cramps were
ins officiated. Burial was in
the calendar year for smell they of Dukedom.
the
of cramps, nervous tension every stopped
Oak Grove Cemetery.
are due. This will pro:We uniformonth an amazing new tablet
Calledc`Lyd
ala
kin
gaham's Tabmity in the time of making such
brings greater relief than aspirbt/ lets,- they're sold at all=
Mrs. Casey was born In Graves
Its unique combination of medi- stores. Try Pinktuun's
payments, and it also should reCounty, daughter of the late Wilcines acts on the cause of distress. yourself. Gee if you don't escape
lis L. and Anna Grooms
duce any inclination to non(Sven cantalns blood-building much of the irritability sad
Morris.
H. M. Stokes of Vmita, Okla.
compliance after payments have
She leaves her husband, Albeit
Iron.) Par 3 out of 4 women discomfort during your period!
died
Casey;
been
Wednesda
as
made.
• son, George L.
iv tatzliszi,..174
y, Oct. le; at the
=
c
;74
7
.
.
.:
Casey
IF YOU PREFER A LIQUID
of Fulton, Route 3; three
The signup period for 1968 Fite Clinic in Muskogee, Okla.
broConservation
Mr. Stokes was a brother of thers. William and Frank Morris
Reserve
contracts
Is expected to begin sometime in Mrs. W. E. Bell and a brother-in- of Pilot Oak and John Morris
October . . . as soon as possible law of Gilson Latta and Mrs. of West Point. Min.; five sisters,
OK Laundry and Sanitone Cleaners
Mrs. Eula Norman of Milburn,
after necessary information and Vodie Hardin of Fulton.
forms are in the hands of the
He was reared in this section Miss Mettle Deughitt of Mayis pleased to announce
County ABC Committees.
and had Many friends and rela- field, Mrs
Eunice McNeil of
tives here who will be sorry to Wing°, Mrs. Ruth Moon of Fulthe appointment of
ton and Mrs Elwood Morris of
CAIRO, ILLINOIS DESIGNATED learn of his death.
Lynnville; • granddaughter and
AS TERMINAL MARKET FOR
several nieces and nephews.
GRAIN SORGHUM

DEATHS

LFarm News, Meetings, Events

Mrs. Susie Bowlin

Relieves Painful Monthly Cramps.
For 3 out of 4 Women Tested!
Gives Greater Relief Than Aspirin!

B. N. Stokes

MIL W. F.(Bill) GRIGGS
as
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT

Mr. Griggs, with 30 years' experience in the
laundry and cleaning business. is well qualified to continuo our high-type cleaning and
laundry service.
•

•

•

•

•

Drive right to our front-office door and

on CASH AND CARRY
CLEANING AND LAUNDRY
•

•

•

•

OE Laundry 111 Sanitone Cleaners
Phone 130

Fulton. Ky.

SUPPORT INCREASED
PER BUSHEL

Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman of
the Fulton ABC County Committee, released today that Fulton
county had been notified that
the basic 1957 crop of mem final
rate was $1.47 per bushel for
complying farms. This being .04
cents • bushel higher than the
minimum rate announced August
18. Re further stated that there
was • loan and purchase agreement program on non complying
farms this being .30 a bushel less
than that of complying farms.
Mr Bard stated that the State
committee had determined that
loans will be available in 1967
for farm stored and purchase

COMMUNITY BARGAIN DAYS

Tillman

Oliver died

Friday & Saturday
DOUBLE FEATURE
THRILLS
loeigeo"
woo01°'
Karam

ORPHEUM

in=

See the sensational film which predicted today's
headlines — -Russian Sattelite" circles Globe
every 95 minutes. See "Man in Space" on this same
program. Data from the U. S. Air Force, and the
American Rocket Society.
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at 8:30

Thursday, Oct. 17, at his home
near Fulton after an illness of
eight weeks. He was 74.
Mr. Oliver was a farmer and
a member of the Oak Grove
Church of Christ
He leaves two sons, Brooks and
Gordon Oliver, both of Fulton,
Route 5; and four grandchildren.
His wife, Mrs. Clara Cunningham Oliver, died five years ago.
Services were held at the Oak
Grove Church of Christ Saturday
at 2 p. in. Bro. Charles Brown
of Henderson, Tenn., former
minister of the church officiated.
Burial, under direction of W. W.
Jones and Son Funeral Hoene of
Martin, was in the church cemetery.

because they're "ill American" Brands...

Henry Sanger, 70, Hickman
businessman, died Friday morning, Oct. 18, at 5 o'clock at the
Obion County Hospital at Union
City, after an illness of several
months.
Mr. Sanger was co-owner of
the Hickman Hardware Company
and co-owner of .the Choctaw
Ginning Company of Lake County. He was a member of the
Boat d of Stewards of the Methodist Church at Hickman and
had served as a member of the
Board of Trustees and as treasurer of the church.
Mr. Sanger, who is well-known

in Fulton, leaves his wife, Mrs.
Icie Hale Sanger; a son, Robert
Sanger of Hickman; a daughter,
Mrs. W. R. Butts, Jr., of Louisville; two brothers, three sisters,
and seven grandchildren.
Services were held Saturday
afternoon at 2:30 at the Methodist Church at Hickman. Burial
was in the city cemetery.

IN UNION CITY
THU - FRI - SAT., OCT 31, NOV.1-2
The Retail Merchants Association of Union City invites each of you
to visit the various stores displaying the CBD banners And Save
on quality merchandise during these three big days. -

PARKSBELK

agreement through February 2$,
1958, warehouse corn loans and
purchase agreement will be available through May 31,
1038 an eligible corn stored in approved
elevators
All corn loans will
carry a maturity date of July 31.
1958, however, the State Committee has set April 1, 1968 as the
take over delivery date which is
prier to maturity for all 1957
crop of farm stored corn liens
and purchase agreement which
was May 31 because it was the
opinion of the committee that,
producers in Kentucky are not
in a position to store corn safely
for the full storage period

Sty le
cone
start

5
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Men
meta
guilds
Ivy
are .
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J. CAPS and SON, STYLE MART
and DOWNTOWN CLOTHES

Mrs. Albert Casey, 84, of Fulton, Route 3 died Sunday afternoon October 20 at 2 40 at Jones

•
Complete size in every line

By J
lee%
mote

coal,
mac
Is la

•
McGregor sportswear
•
Manhattan Shirts
•
KNOX Hats
•
Jarman Shoes
•

Henry Suter

Mrs. Albert Casey

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

Irene Boaz; Oct. 29: Anne Hunt, Seaman James Robert Hancock,
Max McDade, Gary Birmingham, Mrs. H. H. Brown.
Oct. 30: Sidney Cathharn, Dr.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAr

Tillman Oliver

Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman of the
Fulton ABC County Committee.
stated that Fulton county had
been notified that Cairo, Illinois,
has been approved as a terminal
market for grain sought= for
1957. The nice Support rate being 62.40 per cwt. (Milo is classified as grain forghum )
Mr. Bard stated that there was,
also, a farm storage price support
rate of $1.90 per cwt. and
In
either case the moisture contents
must be 13% or below. Mr. Bard
stated that there had been some
contact made with the terminal
In Cairo and there was approximately 100,000 bushel space available at this time For further information contact a member of
the committee or the county ABC
office in Hickman, Kentucky.
PRICE

$ SAVE $

Harris, Jessie Taylor, Mrs. Bill Ward Bushart, Robert S. Murphy,
Smith, Ben F. Moore, Mrs. Al- Sally Ann Pirtle, Mrs. Sam
vin Burrow, Marilee Truett, Mrs. Hibbs; Oct. 31: Mrs. Bobby May,

"38 TIMIS OF
ItELIABLZ SERVIC1

Barton's
South Side of Square

Mayfield, Ky.

111111EST SALE
Big Storewide event - Big Values in every Department !
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3 floors full of sale merchandise.... Come on Over !
Le

Special purchases! Sale prices
on regular merchandise!

Truckload lot of Ballerina Oven-Proof
Dishes(imperfects)

Fas

10c UP
ST
7t11

kfurphy,
Sam
Dy May,
lancock,
I.
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"The
Californian"
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SUEDE JACKET
Dry Cleanable and
Even Washable

•

In famous CALIPEL SUEDE
leather. The suede leather be
this jacket has been Chrome
Tanned from selected Imported
skins to our exacting standard
of quality. The exclusive tanned -in CALIPRL process adds
long lasting water repellency
and resistance to non oily spets
and stains. In Camel tan aid
charcoal grey. price . . .

$22.5.
New Fall

MEATUS

Pr

By JANTZEN and PURITAN..
IN% pure imported wool in
mated heather colors Of Chit/coal, beige, blue
bark and
many other brand new shades
In both the popular new Ivy
Styled CREW NECK and the
conventional V-Neck. Prime
start at only . . . .

$8.95

Farmers Offered More Incentives
Under 1958 Conservation Program

Additional incentives are being
offered farmers under the 1966
mildly acid to neutral with the
Conservation Reserve program to
possible exception of iron and
&Vett more land to conservation manganese.
These two buys are
Voss, C C Vaughn, Chsitman of
acid loving nutrients and dethe Oblon County Agricultural
crease in availability as the soil
Stabilization •n d
Conservation sweetens.
Committee, has announced.
Liming
recommendations
are
Under the Conservation Reserve available for each
state and
—the longtime phase 1 the Boil county so consult your local
lank, farmers contract t divert County Agent
or Perm advisor
general cropland to soil, water, for specific
instructions.
forestry, and wildlife conaervatRemember, In order to balance
ion practices for periods of 3, 5, your farm
budget you firs% ha.,e
or 10 years In return, farmers to balance
soils plant food.
receive two types of payment on
the diverted acreage: (1) a costsharing payment (up to 80 per- SHEF.PMEN TAKE ST'OCK
cent the year they apply a con- OF YOUR FLOCK
servation measure, and (1) anNow is the time to take stock
nual per-acre rental payments
of your flock if you haven't done
each year the land is under tonso already. It is • good time to
tract
make sure that all your ewes
Major changes have been made are bred and if they are not,
be
in the 1958 Conservation Reserve sure the ram is in good condition
Program, the Chairman explains, and with
the flock.
In order to encourage participatFebruary and March are the
ion by whole farm units and to best time for your
lambs to get
emphasize forestry and wildlife here. Some
farmers have early
practices Where such action can breeders
and have late Decembe justified, County ASC Com- ber lambs,
thus taking advantmittees will be authorized to in- age
of the Easter market. This
crease certain annual payment market
averages about $5.00 highrates for land to be planted to er
than the later early markets.
forest trees and for whole farms Lambs
dropped early have less
retired from production.
trouble with internal parasites.
According to the Chairman, it
This means money in the pocket
has been found that "the diversto the sheepman.
ion of whole farm unite usually
If you are planning on buying
results in a larger average reduction In corp production than replacements, the ewe lambs are
is accomplished where only a part the best buy. A big growthy
of the cropland on a farm is put lamb that will grow into a ewe
that will milk wekk and at the
In the Soil Bank land going into forest trees ls land going out
of production over a long period.
•
Moreover, there is urgent need to
check the disappearance of our
forest resources, which is runnins) ahead of current tree planting and growth."
Leginning in 1967, contracts offered for land devoted to trees
or shrub plantings for abetterbelt, windbreak, or wildlife habit
at purposes, will be for 5 or 10
years, at the option of the producer. Previously, all tree and
shrub plantings were under 10year contracts only The 10-year
requirement remains in effect for
Wee plantings for forestry purposes
The Conservation Reservs program Is open for participation by
all farmers.

same time shear 10 to 12 pounds
wooL These are money makers
in my opinion.
Keep phenothiazine salt before
the flock at all times. Some think
we talk too much about this one
factor of sheep production, but
it goes without saying that more
money is lost by sheepmen
'through internal parasites than
by the dreaded enemy stray dogs.
It is more economical to but the
phenothiazine and salt separately than mix your treatment. One
part phenothiazine to nine (9)
parts salt. Mix well and keep it
before the ewes every day of the
year.
Do not keep the ewes in a close
barn. In open weather, outzide
in the order of the day for the
flock. When inside plenty ventilation is needed, but not a draft.
Many sheepmen just depend on
an open shelter for the ewes to
run under in foul weather until
lambs start to come.

are bred and tagged for later The Fulto
n News, Thursday, October
identification bred ewes should
24, 1957 Pagel
be turned into a separate pasture.
GIVEN SCHOLARSHIP
It is very Important to know
awarded Johnson Scholarships
when and which ewes have the
MyriLJackson„ daughter of Mr. for 1967-54.
lamb crop and which ewes should and Mrs. William A.
Jackson.
go to the BAR-BE-CUE PIT
Route 3, Fulton, is among 18
00 TO CHURCH SUNDal
David Lipscomb College students

$27,836 Paid County
Needy In September

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

Residents of
Fulton
County
drew a total of $27,836.00 in public
assistance payments for September, covering old age assistance,
aid to dependent children aid to
the needy blind and aid to the
permanently and totally disabled
County payments included
$16,173.00 for old age assistance,
$9,774.00 dependent children payments; $439.00 for the needy
blind; and $1,450.00 for permanent-total disabled.

Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you
use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

The Largest Selling Bourbon
In Kentucky Is..

A marker for the ram is a good
investment. They cost little and
you know when a ewe is bred,
there is no guess work. As they

HEAVEN
AS
111.:11A
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — 'The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
4015 Lake St.

Fulton

Lea

BOTTLED
IN BOND
IN PROOF
CI,ST , L,

$
4
55
FIFTH
PINT
$2.55
KAU PINT.. $1.43
QUART...SSA°

ANC

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES INC

BY

RARD,TO,NN

NF,'0,4 COUNTY

sENILCK

•

Newest editions of the
"Big Wheel" in trucks with

New Look In Fall

NEW HUSTLE!
NEW MUSCLE! NEW STYLE!

New Secuss 31 pickup

SPORT SHIRTS
Dooms
alp"

7,0wes
IRO AM PRYOR
illebillsral A.ow& cimeni sarad

BY ARROW and FUR/TAN...
Men we've really got 'cm ..
cottons, gabs, wools in stripes,
solids. patterns. Button down
Ivy styles, conventional collars . . . Just not enough room
to adequately describe all we
do have. Come in and see for
yourself. From . . . .

$4.N
New Ivy Styled

SLACKS

America's Best
Over the
Top Slacks. These Collegian
styled slacks represent the tops
In present style trends . . .
you'll find them expertly tailored for comfort and neatness.
For sports or leisure wear.
These slacks feature new Slimline tapered legs and popular
back
buckle strap . . . In
Stevens APPLETON corduroy
In black, olive, and charcoal
as well as polished sheen cotton In natural tan and black.
Priced at only . . .

$5.95
Let Us Be Your Fall
Fashion Headquarters

It has been a long time since I
have discussed the liming situation in this territory Here are a
few facts from the Plant Food
Review and myself. Much of our
farm land Is still unlimed. This is
due to the farmer putting It off
or Just not knowing that his soil
Is acid or sour. There Is only one
way you can be sure your soil is
in need of lime or not and that
is with a soil test. This is a must
these days when your production
may be limited be insufficient
lime The appearance of certain
noxious weeds also indicated that
you need lime, but these unwanted plants just can't talk SO WE
KNOW. That
DONT
STILL
leaves Us with a soil test to make
sure we know the correct answer.
Most crops grow well on slightly acid to neutral soil in reaction
to testing. Tobacco. Strawberries,
Potatoes Isweet and white), and
blueberries require a little more
acid than other field crops with
Alfalfa, Sweet clover and apples
growing in an alkaline soil.
Lime not only corrects soil acidity, it also serves as an economical source of Calcium, one of
our Important plant nutrients
Magnesium is also supplied unen
dolomiticraaterials are used
Lime isn't a fertilizer within its
self hut works as • team alth
fertilisers to produce higher yields
and crops of a higher quality.
Liming without fertilization seldom produces top yields and conversely, crops cannot take advantage of available plant nutrients
unless the soil acidity is within
an optineun range Most plant
nutrients become available when
soll acidity is from 6.0 to 7 0 or

Nit. &tries 100 haravywiiighl haul*/

N•w &ries 30

Chevrolet's Task-Force 58 rolls in
with new broad-shouldered styling,
revolutionary new 178 engine, new
Step-Van delivery models complete
with bodies and a wider choice Of
medium-duty haulers! They're here
to speed up schedules and whittle
down operating costs with new fastworking efficiency! See them at your
Chevrolet denier's right now!

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of

STYLE-MART STORE
Phone ISIS
7th A Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.

Offering high-capacity pickups and
panels, plus Chevrolet's latest, three new
Step-Van Forward Control models with
8', 10' and 12' bodies! Famous fuelsaving 6's with increased horsepower are
standard in the new Apache Series.
New Medium-Duty Vikings
Nine new models are introduced in the
Viking Series—all featuring a new cab-to-

Nadel

rear-axle dimension for better load distribution in specialized uses. Compact,
short-stroke V8's are standard in all mid- ,
dleweight L.C.F. models.
New Heavy-Duty

"Covering everything'
422 Lake It.

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

Phone 4111
10

HE V 90 1.7

Spartans

The big news in Series 90 and 100 is
Chevrolet's rugged new 348-cu.-in. Workmaster V8. It packs a high-performance
230 h.p.! And its radical new Wedge-Head
design assures peak efficiency even with
regular grade gasoline.

nowi

NEN CHEVROLET

PACK kGE DEAL

Felten, Ky.

Apaches

See them at your dealer's

Issurasee

SAVE I GET our

Reece'd

New Light-Duty

modidium-duly L.C.P.

display this famous trademark

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
IPUMI RENT: Floor sanding ma- WELLS DRILLED for mammy HOME Furnishings - Dining MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $139.06
room suite at Bargain price.
and homes. Modern equipdden and electric floor palliand up. Sales and service
ment, experienced workman
Extra tables, your choice $5.00.
er and electric vacuum cleanBennett Electric, Phone 201
Write or oall Waters Co..
Six extra dining chairs $2.50
ers. Exchange ?furniture Ca.
Mono MIL Fulton. Ky.
each at Wade's Used Furniture
Pbone 86. Churc! Oren.
Store. Trade with Wade and WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
HAVE YOU shopped at our
lengths, widths. Forrester',
Save. 112 Main Street Phone
Granite
large display room for your
- Shoe Shop
478
plumbing needs? See our huge
stocks of kitchen and bathMONUMENTS
WE
HAVE
newest
styles,
fixtures;
room
FARM LOANS
RCA WHIRLPOOL
A monument can forever colors; prices to fit your pocketbook. Open anytime, day
COMBINATION WASHER
express your devotion.
Long Termor night at 909 Arch Street.
AND DRYER
We offer a wide selection "We
oerry pars and materi- RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
-Easy Payments
of designs to meet every als." Campbell's Plumbing
AIR CONDITIONERS
preference.
Stop. Telephone 1037R.
ATKINS. HOLMAN

LEE GILBERT
BARGAINS - Good Westinghouse and G. E. refrigerator
KY.
WATER VALLEY,
$49.95 to $54.95 at Wade's Used

Highway 46

Phone 22M

World's Finest Quality

TRADE • NOW

Furniture Store. Trade with
Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street Phone 478.

TEl.EVISION

ROPER'S TV SERVICE
Phone 807

Main St.

Authorized Zenith Dealer

Knox Wheat
Cert Knox Wheat
Dual Wheat
Cert. Dual Wheat
Kenbar Barley
Cert Kenbar Barley
Cert. Dayton Barley
Cert. Forkedeer Oats
Balbo Rye

$3.25
3.75
3.25
3.75
1.80
2.85
2.65
2.25
2.85

bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu

THE EDWARDS STORE

Greenfield Monument

"American as the Constitution"

and will apreciate the
opportunity to show you
our beautiful line of
memorials

Phone

Phone 399

CASHION'S

RCA and ZENITH
TELEVISION
Sales " • • Service
Tape Recorders
Geiger Counters
Metal dectectors
Antenna installation
and service

sArrrY-Tos
124

WARD'S

CALL 559
-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
-All Engines Repaired
-Authorized Clinton Service
-Clinton Engines and Parts
-Factory Trained Mechaales
-Prompt Efficient Service
-All Work Guaranteed
-Also Electric Motors
-Wiring, Refrigeration.
Appliance, Repair.
-Free Engine Examination_

shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

•
MOHAWK CARPET

MUSIC SHOP

WALL-TO-WALL

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

OR ROOM SIZE

Phone 1556

Specialized Service

Phase

KING-0-HEAT 60- lb coal heater $52.50. Liberal trade-in. Exchange Furniture Company,
Church Street, Fulton.

SOUTHERN STATES

Mayfield, Ky.

NEW LOCATION

608 Main St

Works

TOM HALES

Central Ave.

HEAL ESTATE CO.

See them when yeu want
to BUY OR SELL.

representing the

Fulton

Fulton Co-Operative

List your
and town Property
with the

Farm
FULTON

I am now

WHAT MEN WEAR:
Shown in variety . . .
Work or dress clothing, shoes,
boots, luggage and furnishings.

Fulton

400 Main Street

Zenith T V
Repair Service

AND FIELDS

H&M

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders-Snecial orders

Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
We.

FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture Company
208 Lake Street
Phone 1

CAN YOU USE $35-$50 a week
in addition to your present
FOR SALE: Dixie electric range,
earnings? Supply customers in
full size, almost new. 2115.00
Fulton with large Raleigh line.
at Exchange Furniture CoenStart earning immecliatly. See
Paw.
or write Grace Walker, 601
West State Line, Fulton, or NOW IS the
time to replace,the
write Raleigh's, Dept. Ky-Jbroken gleans in your home
1071-337, Freeport, III.
and auto. See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
You're always welcome
Glass Company. 212 Church
Street; phone 909.
at

HI-Fl Service

FOR 'THE BEST Deal vn Office
K. P. DALTON'S
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
KING TELEVISION
See James 0. Butts at The
LIQUOR STORE
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
Union City
Phone 613,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitter's, Mayfield Hiway
Fulton
Phone 674. We trade for your
SALE: Used oil heaters $14.95
old equipment
and up. Exchange Furniture
Cold Wines, cold beer
Company, Church Street, FulSPECIAL - Coal and Wpod
"Always At Year Serviee"
All popular brands of
ton.
stoves $17.50 to $72.50. Apartwhiskies, gins, eta.
ment size electric stove $35.00
COOK'S LIQUOR
FREE PARKING
EXPERIENCED seamstress will
at Wade's Used Furniture Store,
be at the Fulton Fabric Shop
112 Main Street. Phone 478.
STORE
Mondays and Fridays from 1:00
to 3:00 p. m. WW take sewing
201 Cominercial Ave.
or do fittings. Mrs. Jack MadBE
COLDEST
Cold Wines, cold beer
dox; phone 539-W.
Granite and Marble
IN TOWN!
All popular brands of
FOR RENT: Four room house
Any size or shape
wired for stove, out buildings,
whiskies, gins, etc.
well. garden. Three miles on
Lake Street Liquor Store
Open 6 days each week.
black top Pilot Oak Highway
Shipped from One of the from Water Valley Rufus
Across from
largest Monument works Lowry Route three, Fulton.

MONUMENTS

SPARE-TIME
EARNINGS
Energetic housewives all over
the nation are making regular
"extra" earnings for themselves; we are going to offer
someone in Fulton County the
same opportunity! Pleasant,
profitable for right person.
Write

Secured Casualty
Insurance Company
Fulton, Ky.
Box 3;5,
For farther details

NOTICE
SHOW DAY
Oct. 31 - Nov. 2
FOR

1958 Chevrolet

Coca-Cola Plant

Plenty Free Parking!
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
To provide working sapital.
long
term
low
interest,
Charlie Stephenson, Phone
81, Fulton.

Wick Smith Agency

$50 and $25 Savings

Bond to be given away.
All you have to do is
come in and register.
FREE pony Rides to
Children under 3.
Drawing will be at 4 p.
m. Saturday. Nov. 2.

Taylor Chevrolet
Fourth St.

Fulton

Union City Marble
and Granite Works

Earle Hotel
Newly Decorated
Independent Hotel

Rooms MO
Per Week

Prom the PS
I' "Kennel" Who was the first football
queen of Fulton High School, and
when was. the first homecoming
game played? These are the
questions that a week of research,
interviews, telephone calls, and
searches of school records and
newspaper files failed to unearth.
A homecoming game was played in 1Ce0, in which Fulton defeated Murray about 38-0, according to Mr. J. 0. Lewis, who became superintendent in that year.
Mr. Lewis said that the election
of football queens was an esttablished custom in 1930.

Wrestling Features
4-Man Tag Match

The first queen that r. C. L.
Maddox, former coach of FULTON HIGH SCHOOL, remembers
is Gloria Nelms. Wilma Harris,
now Mrs. Charles Browder, was
also an early football queen.
In 1938, Jane Scates (Mrs. C.
D. Edwards) was the Homecoming Queen, and was succeeded
the next year by Maureen Ketchum, now' Mrs. Joe Treas.
I was not able to dig up anything more until 1948 when Norma Jane Willey reigned. That
year we were defeated by Murray 55-0.
In 1949, Nell Speight was the
queen when we played Tiptonville. We lost again 12-6.
Fulton had better luck under
the reign of Betty Buckingham
in 1950, when Murray lost out to
the Bulldogs 31-6.
Under Alma Phillips in 1951,
we played South Fulton for the
first time in many" years. They
probably weren't too happy when
we mowed them down 43-0, scoring the first points we made that
year.
Trigg County took the wind
out of our sails the next year
with a 39-0 victory, despite the
fact that our queen was Virginia
Forrest
Mary Ann Hinkle was the
homecoming queen when we
downed Sharon 26-0 in 1953.
Jane Hawks was the Queen in
1954 when our present sensors
were freshmen. She was succeeded by Patsy Grooms in 1955.
Our homecoming queen last
year was Mary Charles Herring.
Unfortunately, we lost to Trigg
County 12-7.

A four ri.an tag team match
will be the main attraction at the
old High School Gym in South
Fulton on Thursday night, October 24th.
Moody Palmer, after being victorious for three weeks in a row,
will team up with the unpredictable Chico Cortez to oppose the
ever popular Roy Welch and Les
Jamison.
Jamison, making his first appearance in the local ring, is a
muscular type young English lad
and has appeared on live wrestling programs seen locally from
Jackson and Nashville.
After last weeks heated match
between Welch and Palmer, Roy
insisted he be booked with Moody
and given a chance to redeem
himself. Palmer indicated he
would refuse to meet Welch but
finally agreed to the tag team
match, choosing Cortez as his partner. Welch asked for no specific
partner but stated he felt the proMoney isn't everything
moter had made a good selection
bitt it's far ahead of sohatwer's
in Jamison. Jiuneson is consider- in second place
ed an outstanding performer by
Seeping' from Second Street
mat officials.
by the Slow Leak
There will also be two one fall
matches and the promoter advises
a different referee has been appointed. Bell time is 8:15 p. m.

Fulton's Earle Hotel made the
national news this week for its
innovation in being converted by
the Milner Corporation into •
home for elderly people.
In a story on page 84 of the
current issue of Good Housekeeping, the Milner management stated that the Earle in Fulton was
the first of the system's hotels to
be so converted, and the experiment has proven successful
enough that the hotel chain plans
similar conversions in other locations.
The hotel still offers accommodations for overnight guests,
however, the local office told the
News this week.

Court Square

On October 11th a party was
gn en in honor of Roy Earl
Nichols
celebrating
his
sixth
birthday. Those present were:
Charles Hubert and Roy Clifton
Balton, Telitha Black. Barbara
Sue Pall, Virginia June Plower*,
Micheal Baker, Jimmy Dennis
and Kennith Baker, Paul,
Charles, Patricia and Debra Kaye
Nichols
Cake and drinks were served
and everyone had a nice time
111,AGKET171 SUPPER
There will be a spaghetti supper at the Crutchfield Methodist
Church Friday evening, Oct ik
beginning at 5:30 p. m. Plates are
$1.00.
4 MAXIM 50
Four new members joined the
Fulton Jaycees this week, bringing membership in the local organization to 50, and making it
one of the state's largest.
Go To Church Sunday

31 From County
Attending UK
University of Kentucky authorities have reported that 31 students from Fulton County are
among 8,794 men and women attending the institution during the
current semester.
This figure represents an increase of 889 students over the
record of 8,125 set last year, according to Dr. Charles F. Elton,
UK dean of admissions and registrar.
Leading in students enrolled at
UK is Fayette County with a total
of 1345. Jefferson County is second with 735 students.
Students from Fulton County
include:
Brantly Amberg, Robert Binford, Glynn Bushart, Donald
Campbell, Robert Carney, Marilyn Cherry, Charles Cooper,
Charles Davis, Jimmy Edwards,
Helen French, Shirley French,
William Gregory. James Hickerson, Beverly Hill, Thomas Hooker, Anna Hornsby, Arch Huddleston, James Hunter, Carolyn Jenkins, Ellen Kearby, Phyllis Kelly
Ray, Kemp, Joyce Mabry, Maxwell, McDade, George Moore,
David Roberts, Harold Ross,
Frank Sublette, James Varden
and James Whipple.

BIG
VALUE

BEAUTYREST
10 YEAR GUARANTEE
BRINGS YOUR COST
DOWN TO ABOUT

HI-F! headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-Fl latest hit
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Fulton.

FOR SALE
ON 'WALNUT STREET, In
East Fulton, small two bedroom home, convenient to
town, garage. Buyer can assume present loan. Vacant and
ready at $6,500.00.
ON FORESTDALE, in South
Fulton email four room home
on large lot, 117 by 215. Good
spot for garden. Priced to
move at $2,600.00.
FOR RENT, nice 6 room home
on Jackson Street. $50.00 per
month
I HAVE BUYERS, LET US
SELL YOUR PROPERTY
WE GUARANTEE ACTION

Wick Smith Agency
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Pb. 62
Night 160

GIANT UTENSIL DRAWER

INTERIOR OVEN LIGHT
Choice of Standard
Sr Extra Pine Models

COUNTER BALANCED DO

SAFETY OVEN RACKS

Floors of Fine Furniture"

Walnut Street

Fulton, Ky.

H & PI TV and Appliance Store
110 LAKE ST.

Be
job.
8o
but
head
Univ
Whe
dow:
coati
Unly

Roy Nichols Honored
At Birthday Party

SIMMONS
MATTRESS

Phone: Office 269;

30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective knmediately.
CALL 62 - 160

Crowns, Queens, And Homecoming
Activities Date To 1936 At Fulton High

in the U. S.

NOW is nte time to get year
Home 1946
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cl.. BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Peeples, Service Manager of
t Forrestees Shoe
Fulton
The Harvey Cadderell ComShop.
pany, DRIVE-TN Office Outfitters, Ph,
ine 874.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Thrum's Furniture
SAVE MONEY
Company, Union City, Tenn.

Buy Auto Insurance en
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.

Di
Tv
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Being a majorette is no -easy
job.
Some people think that it is,
but &wording to Diane Smith,
head majorette at Memphis state
University there's work to it.
When seen they are marching
down the field in tneir festive
costumes, with the r.le—pre‘ state
University band m tr-ning hehind

accomguests,
old the

ty VIII
r Earl
sixth
were:
Clifton
Berbera
Mowers,
Dennis
Paul,
a Kaye

BIRTHS

served
time
Cesubleaties ahnednent
Storm Doors and Windows
tti supethodist
Oct 26,
ales are

Mr and Mrs. Arlon Ellis of
Fulton, Route 3, are the proud
parents of a six pound, three
ounce baby boy, born Oct. 21, at
8:113 p m. at Fulton Hospital.

Free Estimate(
BUILDERS SUPPLY,
Incorporated
Walnut Street

ned the
.bringDeal orskint it

• .e• _
Marching down the field, looking
pretty, however, is not all the
work that goes into being a majorette The girls practice as often
as possible and really work hard
to please our school
M. 8 U. majorettes are not
Drily pretty but popular, too
Dian* Smith conies tram Indianola, Mississippi. She attended
Indianola High School where she
was a majorette toe four years
Diane has 25 medals in her colle,lion. he won the Junior Dixie
Championship in 1954
T
:he was Miss Malorette of Dixie
and in 1955 Senior Dixie Twirling champ
From Milton, Kentucey conies
Diane BeruietL Diane has been
twirling a baton Alice she was
three years old. She was a Majorette with Fulton High School
band. This is her sophomore year
at M. IL U. and is mite:inns in
history.
Martha Landreth, from Greenville. Mississippi, has been a
majorette for set en • years. She
attended Greenville High Schcol
where she was Band Sweetheart,
Homecoming Queer) Plnalir. and
one et 10 beauUes

Fatten

Phone 96

The Rev. and Mrs. H. E. Russell of Fulton are the proud parents of a nine pound, six ounce
baby girl, born Oct. 22, at 9:09 a.
m. at Fulton Hospital
The baby has been named
Betty Grace.

•
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by
Martha Weak*
Last week I asked the question,
"Will the Devils succumb to the
mighty men from Reelfoot?" I can
now answer that question with
YES! Saturday night the Devils
suffered their first defeat of this
season The Tiptonville "Earthquakes" came out on top with a
final score of 31-20. But this Friday the story will be quite different I'm sure. If the Fulton
"Bulldogs" can beat Dresden I'm
sure that the South Fulton "Devils" can too. But again we'll
have to wait and see.
•
Wednesday night the South
Fulton basketball girls had a
practice session with the team
from Spring Hill, Tenn, Last
Wednesday the Palmersville team
practiced with the Devilettes
here in our gym.
There is wrestling every Thursday night in the old gym. Why
not come and enjoy yourself?
Mrs. Yates tame and worked
with the girls who are working
on their state degrees this year.
She is very competent and helped
the girls a lot.
The Seniors took their college
entrance exams Tuesday.
There have been many absent
from school this week because of
colds arid Asian Flu.
The Freshman football team
was scheduled to play the Martin team Tuesday night, but the
game was called Off because of
the weather.
Mr. Finch has been out some
this week because of sicknees.
I hope you have been listen-

KY.

FOR THE FINEST PICTURES EVER SF FN ON A TV SCREEN

ONLY ON

NEW 1958

SLIMMER,
TRIMMER
eik/IINET
STYLING
THE KENT
MODEL Anal
sr e.. mime.NO
au. In. rectangular/
Pictur• tubs. Tone
Control. Spotlit*
DI•1. Easy Out
Face Glass. In
grained Mahogany
or Blond Oak
colors

BIG
TRADE-IN

O

OWSUPER HORIZONTAL
CHASSIS

with Extended Band
Video Amplifier—
allows up to 350,000
more cycles of picture
information to reach
the TV screen for
greeter picture detail.
depth, realism than
ordinary narrow band
TV receivers. Has
18,000 volts of picture power.
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Mrs. F. S. Stover, 78, died at
the Hillview Hospital in Fulton
at 8:30 a. m. Tuesday, after a long
illness.
She leaves her husband; a son,
Barcley Parish of Tampa, Fla.;
a daughter, Mrs. 011en Williams
of Fulton; three brothers, Clarence Jones of Fulton, Route 3,
Tom Jones of Fulton, Route 5,
and Neal Jones of Detroit.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete pending the arnval of
the son from Tampa.
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom are in charge of arrangements

Lester Stone
Lester Stone, who lived alone
about one mile east of Dukedom,
was found dead in bed Monday
afternoon, Oct. 21, by his brother,
Brooklyn Stone, and two insurance men, Phil Parker and Kenneth Katbman. It is assumed
that .110. Stone died sometime
during Sunday night or Monday
morning.
He was the son of the late
Andrew and Clarnmie Dunn
Stone.
Services were held Wednesday
afternoon at 2, at the Oak Grove
Church of Christ. The Rev. Casey
Pentecost of Drestien officiated.
Burial was in the church cemetery.

Mrs. Job I. NSW
Mrs. John R. Pinion died in her
home at Plymouth, Michigan
Tuesday morning, Oct. 22.
Mrs. Pinion leaves her husband, John R. Pinion, of 'Plymouth, a foster son, Marshall Curlin, of Plymouth, her mother, Mrs.
Lela Harrington, Water Valley,
two brothers and three sisters.
The body will arrive in Fulton
Thursday afternoon and be carried to the White Ransom Funeral
Home in Union City, Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
at the Liberty Baptist Church an
the Middle Road at 2 o'clock Friday afternoon, October 25. She
was a member of the Liberty
Baptist Church and was burn and
reared around this community all
her life until about ten years agh
when she moved . M Plymouth,
Michigan.

Thomas N. Scott, son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Scott
died in his home in McConnell,
Tenn. Monday afternoon after an
extended illness.
Mr. Scott was born in Obion
county January 11, 1874. He attended McFerrin School in Martin and Business College in Nashville, Tenn. When he was young
he became a member of the Methodist church in Martin. He was
active in his farm work until his
health gave way.
He was presided in death by
his wife, Mrs. Louise Morris
Scott, April 15, 1957.
He leaves his daughters, Mrs.
Virginia Scott, McConnell; one
sister, Mrs. Sara Hagler of Fulton; three nephews, Wayne and
Dewey Scott of McConnell, and
Carl Scott of Memphis.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday at 2 p. m at the City
Cemetery in Union City, Tenn.
with the W. W. Jones Funeral
Home in charge of arrangements.
trig to "High Time" every afternoon at four o'clock on WFUL.
If not be sure and listen.

oo TO

CRUNCH SUNDAY

DUALITY
PERFORMANCE
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9.00mAR DOZEN
DIXIE PRODUCED _EGGS
Mills Company and we are so sure you'll
make a good profit on your laying hens this fall,
when you feed a Dixie Laying Feed, we'll pay

Dixie

you $1 for your first dozen Dixie produced eggs!
This season, feed a Dixie Laying Feed:

Join the Dixie
"GOLDEN EGG" CLUB!
Sell your first dozen Dixie produced eggs to me
for $1.00 and join the Dixie Golden Egg Flub.
You'll see the honor roll of members in our
store.

This Offer Expires Nov. 30
Ask for details...or get complete information
in each bag of Dixie Laying Feed.

SPECIAL

THIS

• Mile Laying Feed
• Dixie Corapi•S• layer
• Male Espa feed
• Dixie Poultry Concentra* .10
• Dials Grain balancer
• Otaie breeder Feed
• Disks Poeltry breeder Cormeartrete
• 'Dixie Crape Lem

WEEK

Save time, money and labor with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.
Have your feed ground ON YOUR FARM In less than an hour.
There's no trouble ... no travel with the Dixie Mill-Oa-Wheels.
Call 808 for an appointment.

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING CO.
Phone SOB

East State Line

Fulton, Ky.

Happy-up
your
home parties
with this
colorful

TV
TRAY
($2.00 VAL

E

TUBE

with new Zenith high
speed electron gun
that drives electrons
against the screen
hard and fast—pictures sparkle with
bright highlights. New
design eliminates
troublesome ion trap
magnet which, when
improperly adjusted,
mow low brightness,
fuzzy detail.

COMPARE
THE PICTURE
SPARKLE

HANDSOME SERVINO ACCESSORY—MI-metal tray,
beautifully decorated in full color. Big handy 18% x 133
inches. So party-perfect ... such a thrifty buy.. you I:
want to pick up several at your neighborhood food store.

when you buy
ONE CARTON

t4/EW1958 ZENITH TABLE TV
THE FAIRMELD
MODEL A2213
21' diag. meas. 262 sq. in, rectangular picture area. Sunshine Picture Tube. Super
Horizontal Chassis. Tone Control. Spotlite
Dial. Easy Out Face Gloss. Available in 4
attractive colors. From $189.95

BIG TRADES'• BETTER DEALS• EASY TERMS

ROPER'S RADIO & TV SERVICE
MAIN STREET

t

We Will
Pay You

OR A CASE OF

WORLD'S FINEST

•

•

FULTON, KY.

TV get-togethers, buffet suppers, an evening of friendly
conversation. . . whenever you're "doing the honors" at
home, you can count on a trayful of Coke to add something
special to the fun! So good to taste, in such good taste ...
serving Coca-Cola is the nicest way to treat your friends,
the friendliest way to greet a neighbor.
••=•••••••••••• w.•••••• ••••••••• •••

Drink

OIL

CtraKik

SPORTS NIET‘VORK

WITL AN-FM
(Fulton. Ky.)

Sat. Oct. 26
7:00 p. m. (CST)

REGULAR

•••••••• •111•••
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Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
PUS =NT: Floor sanding am- IFELLS DRILLED for todinotary HOME Furnishings - Dining MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $139.95
room suite at Bargain price.
and homes. Modern equipand electric Boor mikeand up. Sales and service
Extra tables, your choice $5.00.
ment, experienced workmen.
er and electric vacuum cleanBennett Electric, Phone 201
Six extra dining chairs $2.50
Write or oall Watson Co.,
ers. Exchange furniture Co.
Phone Ill, Fulton. Ky.
each at Wade's Used Furniture
Phone $R Curtis Street
Store. Trade with Wade and WORK shoes $3.95 up. Ali
HAVE YOU shopped at our
lengths, widths. Forrester',
Save. 112 Main Street Phone
Granite
large display room for your
Shoe Shop.
47R
plumbing needs? See our huge
stocks of kitchen and bathMONUMENTS
WE HAVE
room fixtures; newest styles,
FARM LOANS
RCA WHIRLPOOL
A monument can forever colors; prices to fit your pocketbook. Open anytime, day
COMBINATION WASHER
express your devotion.
Long Termsor night at 909 Arch Street.
AND DRYER
We offer a wide selection 'We
-Easy Payments
carry parts and materi- RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
of designs to meet every als." Campbell's Plumbing
AIR CONDITIONERS
preference.
lop. Telephone 1037R.
ATKINS. HOLMAN

LEE GILBERT

WATER VALLEY, BY.
Highway 46

Phone 22M

BARGAINS - Good Westinghouse and G. E. refrigerator
$49.95 to $54.95 at Wade's Used
Furniture Store. Trade with
Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street. Phone 478.

TRADE • NOW

AND FIELDS
-Insurance--

H&M
Fulton

I am now

ROPER'S TV SERVICE
Phone 307

Main St.

Authorized Zenith Dealer

Knox Wheat
Cert. Knox Wheat
Dual Wheat
Cert. Dual Wheat
Kenbar Barley
Cert. Kenbar Barley
Cert. Dayton Barley
Cert. Forkedeer Oats
Balbo Rye

$3.25
3.75
3.25
3.75
1 80
2.65
2.65
1.25
2.85

bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu
bu

representing the

TOM HALES
Phone 124

Fulton

THE EDWARDS STORE
"American as the Constitution"

,

RCA and ZENITH
TELEVISION
Sales • • • Service
Tape Recorders
Geiger Counters
Metal dectectors
Antenna installation
and service
HI-Fl Service

"Always At Your Service"

COOK'S LIQUOR
STORE
201 Commercial Ave.
Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc.

Energetic housewives all over
the nation are making regular
"extra" earnings for themselves; we are going to offer
someone in Fulton County the
same opportunity! Pleasant,
profitable for right person.

Secured Casualty
Insurance Company
Fulton, Ky.
Box 315,
For farther details

NOTICE
SHOW DAY
Oct. 31 - Nov. 2
FOR

1958 Chevrolet
$50 and

Fourth St.

Fulton

•
MOHAWK CARPET
OR ROOM SIZE

CASHION'S
Specialized Service

Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
Phone 1555

CALL 559
-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
-All Engines Repaired
-Authorized Clinton Service
-Clinton Engines and Parts
-Factory Trained Mechanics
-Prompt Efficient Service
-All Work Guaranteed
-Also Electric Motors
-Miring, Refrigeration.
Appliance, Repair.
-Free Engine Examination

on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders-Rnecial orders

Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
tile.

FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture Company
206 Lake Street
Phone 1

CAN YOU USE $35-$50 a week
in addition to your present
FOR SALE: Dixie electric range,
earnings? Supply customers in
full size, abnost new. $115.00
Fulton with large Raleigh line.
at Exchange Furniture CernStart earning immecliatly. See
PEW
or write Grace Walker, 601
West State Line, Fulton, or NOW IS the
time to replace. the
write Raleigh's, Dept Ky-JLroken glasses in your home
1071-337, Freeport, Ill.
and auto. See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
You're always welcome
Glass Company. 212 Church
Street; phone 909.
at

FOR THE BEST Deat em Office
FARM LOANS: Long term.
K. P. DALTON'S
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
low interest rates on real
See James 0. Butts at The
LIQUOR STORE
estate. Charles Catinon Phone
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
61, Fulton.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitter's, Mayfield Hiway
Fulton
Phone 874. We trade for your
SALE: Used oil heaters $14.95
old equipment
and up. Exchange Furniture
Cold Wines, cold beer
Company, Church Street, FulSPECIAL - Coal and Wpod
All pooular brands of
ion.
stoves $17.50 to $72.50. Apartwhiskies, gins, eta.
ment size electric stove $35.00
FREE PARKING
EXPERIENCED seamstress will
at Wade's Used Furniture Store,
be at the Fulton Fabric Shop
112 Main Street Phone 478.
Mondays and Fridays from 1:00
to 3:00 p. m. Will take sewing
or do fittings. Mrs. Jack MadCOLDEST BE
dox; phone 539-W.

MONUMENTS

IN TOWN!

Granite and Marble
Any size or shape

Lake Street Liquor Store

Open 6 days each week.
Shipped from One of the
largest Monument works
in the U. S.

Coca-Cola Plant

Plenty Free Parking!
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
To provide working eapital.
term
interest,
long
low
Stephenson, Phone
Charlie
61, Fulton.

Union City Marble
and Granite Works
Court Square

Buy Auto Insurance ea
Our 3-PAY PLAN

40% DOWN. 36% In 3 MOS.
30% In 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - 160

Wick Smith Agency

Earle Hotel
Newly Decorated
Independent Hotel

Rooms $5.1111
Per Week

FOR RENT: Four room house
wired for stove, out buildings,
well, garden Three miles on
black top Pilot Oak Highway
from
Water Valley. Rufus
Lowry Route three, Fulton.

A four e.an tag team match
will be the main attraction at the
old High School Gym in South
Fulton on Thursday night, October 24th.
Moody Palmer, after being victorious for three weeks in a row,
will team up with the unpredictable Chico Cortez to oppose the
ever popular Roy Welch and Les
Jamison.
-Jamison, making his first appearance in the -local ring, is a
muscular type young English lad
and has appeared on live wrestling programs seen locally from
Jackson and Nashville.
After last weeks heated match
between Welch and Palmer, Roy
insisted he be booked with Moody
and given a chance to redeem
himself. Palmer indicated he
would refuse to meet Welch but
finally agreed to the tag team
match, choosing Cortez as his partner. Welch asked for no specific
partner but stated he felt the promoter had made a good selection
in Jamison. Jamison is considered an outstanding performer by
mat officials.
There will also be two one fall
matches and the promoter advises
a different referee has been appointed. Bell time is 8:15 p. m.

Fulton's Earle Hotel made the
national news this week for its
The first queen that Mr. C.
Maddox, former coach of FUL- innovation in being converted by
TON HIGH SCHOOL, remembers the Milner Corporation into •
is Gloria Nelms. Wilma Harris, home for elderly people.
In a story on page 64 of the
now Mrs. Charles Browder, was
current issue of Good Housekeepalso an early football queen.
In 1936, Jane Scates (Mrs. C.. ing, the Milner management statD. Edwards) was the Homecom- ed that the Earle in Fulton was
ing Queen, and was succeeded the first of the system's hotels to
the next year by Maureen Ket- be so converted, and the experiment has proven successful
chum, now Mrs. Joe Treas.
I was not able to dig up any- enough that the hotel chain plans
thing more until 1948 when Nor- similar conversions in other loma Jane Willey reigned. That cations.
The hotel still offers accomyear we were defeated by Murmodations for overnight guests,
ray 55-0.
In 1949. Nell Speight was the however, the local office told the
queen when we played Tipton- News this week.
ville. We lost again 12-6.
Fulton had better luck under Roy Nichols Honored
the reign of Betty Buckingham At Birthday Party
in 1950, when Murray lost out to
On October 11th a party was
the Bulldogs 31-6.
Under Alma Phillips in 1951, gis en In honor of Roy Fart
celebrating
his
sixth
we played South Fulton for the Nichols
first time in many years. They birthday. Those present were:
probably weren't too happy when Charles Hubert and Roy Clifton
we mowed them down 43-0, scor- Balton, Telitha Black.. Barbara
ing the tirst points we made that Sue Pall, Virginia June rowers,
Micheal Baker, Jimmy, Dennis
year.
Trigg County took the wind and Kennith Baker. Paul,
out of our sails the next year Charles, Patricia and Debra Kaye
with a 39-0 victory, despite the Nichols.
Cake and drinks were asrved
fact that our queen was Virginia
and everyone had a nice time.
Forrest.
Mary Ann Hinkle was the
homecoming queen when we
downed Sharon 26-0 in 1953.
Jane Hawks was the Queen in
1954 when our present seniors
were freshmen. She was succeeded by Patsy Grooms in 1955.
Our homecoming queen last
year was Mary Charles Herring.
Unfortunately, we lost to Trigg
County 12-7-

SFAGRETII SUPPER
There will be a spaghetti supper at the Crutchfield Methodist
Church Friday evening, Oct 25,
beginning at 5:30 p. m. Plates are
$1.00

Dli
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Bei
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Tour new mambo's Abed II*
Fulton Jaycees this week. bringing membership in the local orMoney isn't everything
trut it's tar ahead of seisatimeres ganization to 50, and making it
in second piece
one of the state's largest.
Seeping, from Second Street
by the Slow Leak
Go To Church Sunday

31 From County
Attending UK
University of Kentucky authorities have reported that 31 students from Fulton County are
among 8.794 men and women attending the institution during the
current semester.
This figure represents an increase of 669 students over the
record of 8,125 set last year, according to Dr. Charles F. Elton.
UK dean of admissions and registrar.
Leading in students enrolled at
UK is Fayette County with a total
of 1345. Jefferson County is second with 735 students.
Students from Fulton County
include:
Brantly Amberg, Robert Binford, Glynn Bushart, Donald
Campbell, Robert Carney. Marilyn Cherry, Charles Cooper,
Charles Davis, Jimmy Edwards,
Helen French, Shirley French,
William Gregory, James Hickerson, Beverly Hill, Thomas Hooker, Anna Hornsby, Arch Huddleston, James Hunter, Carolyn Jenkins, Ellen Kearby, Phyllis Kelly
Ray, Kemp, Joyce Mabry, Maxwell McDade, George Moore,
David Roberts, Harold Ross,
Frank Sublette, James Varden
and James Whipple.

Whintpoot
ELECTRIC RANGE
--triFf
-rea\-

BIG
VALUE

SIMMONS
MATTRESS

Phone: Office 269;

NOW is Use time to get your
Home 1946
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overkeuled. See aft BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Peeples, Service Manager ef
Fulton at Forrester's Shor
The Harvey Caldwell ComShop.
pany, DRIVE-TN Office Outfitters, Phone 614.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timm's Furniture
SAVE MONEY
Company, Union City, Tenn.

$25 Savings

Taylor Chevrolet

SAFETY-TOB shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

Bond to be given away.

All you have to do is
come in and register.
FREE pony Rides to
Children under 3.
Drawing will be at 4 p.
m. Saturday. Nov. 2.

KING-0-friliT 60- lb coal heaters $52.50. Liberal trade-in. Exchange Furniture Company,
Church Street, Fulton.

WALL-TO-WALL

Across from

SPARE-TIME
EARNINGS

WARD'S

Phone

MUSIC SHOP

Central Ave.

Mayfield, Ky.

NEW LOCATION

AM Main St

and will apreciate the
opportunity to show you
our beautiful line of
memorials

WHAT MEN WEAR:
Shown in variety . . .
Work or dress clothing, shoes,
boots, luggage and furnishings.

Sc, them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.

Greenfield Monument
Works

From the THS "Kenner Who was the first football
queen of Fulton High School, and
when was. the first homecoming
game played? These are the
questions that a week of research,
interviews, telephone calls, and
searches of school records and
newspaper files failed to unearth.
A homecoming game was played in Hi°, in which Fulton defeated Murray about 38-0, according to Mr. J. 0. Lewis, who became superintendent in that year.
Mr. Lewis said that the election
of football queens was an esttablished custom in 1930.

Wrestling Features
4-Man Tag Match

TELEVISION
400 Main Street

Crowns, Queens, And Homecoming
Activities Dale To 1936 Al Fulton Hi h

Earle Is Revealed As
"Pilot" In Changeover

BEAUTYREST
10 Y1AR GUARANTEI
WINGS YOUR COST
DOWN TO ABOUT

HI-TI headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-Fl latest hit
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Fulton.

FR SALE
ON 'WALNUT STREET, In
East Fulton, small two bedroom home, convenient to
town, garage. Buyer can assume present loan. Vacant and
ready at $6,500.00.
ON FORESTDALE, in South
Fulton small four room home
on large lot, 117 by 215. Good
spot for garden. Priced to
move at $2,600.00.
FOR RENT, nice 6 room home
on Jackson Street. $50.00 per
month.
I HAVE BUYERS, LET US
SELL YOUR PROPERTY
WE GUARANTEE ACTION

Wick Smith Agency
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
Pb. 62
Night 160

GIANT UTENSIL DRAWER

;
Oak' if Stemlard
sr litre Firm Models

INTERIOR OVEN TIGHT

001
COUNTER BALANCED DO

INDIVIDUALLY
POCKETED COILS

SAFETY OVEN RACKS

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"4 Floors of Fine Furniture"
Walnut Street

Fulton, Ky.

H & M TV and Appliance Store
110 LAKE ST.

FULTON, KY,

II
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Marching down the field, looking
pretty, however, is not all the
work that goes into being a majorette. The girls practice as often
Being a majorette is no easy as possible and really work hard
to please our school.
Job
M. S U. majorettes are not
Some people think that it is,
but according to Diane Smith, only pretty but popular, too
head majorette at Memphis State Diane Smith conies Irani
Mibslasippi. She attended
University there's work to it.
When seen they are marching Indianola High School where she
was a majorette (or four years
down the field In inter festive
Diane has 25 medals In her colcostumes, with the '.1e^.priel State
*Won. She won the Junior Dixie
University band mivning behind. Tvirlino Championship
in 1954
.he was Miss Malorette of Dtxle
and in 1955 Senior Dixie Twirlmg Champ
Prom Fulton, Kentucky conies
Diane Bennett. Diane has been
twirling a baton rtnee she was
three years old. She was a majorette with Fulton High School
band. This is her sophomore year
at M. I. U. and is majoring in
history.
Martha Landreth, from Greenville. Mississippi, has been a
majorette for mien, years. ihe
attended Greenville High Schcol
when she was Band Sweetheart.
Homecoming Queen ?Malls: and
one of 10 beauties.

BIRTHS

served
tbne
Combination ahmatnnm
Storm Doors and Windows
supIthodist
kt. 25.
ites are

BUILDERS SUPPLY.
incorporated
Walnut Street

led the
bringcal orking it

Puttee

Phone 96

Mr and Mrs. Arlon Ellis of
Fulton, Route 3, are the proud
parents of a six pound, three
Ounce baby boy, born Oct. 21, at
8:18 p m. at Fulton Hospital.

The Rev. and Mrs. H. E. Russell of Fulton are the proud parents of a nine pound, six ounce
baby girl, born Oct. 22, at 9:09 a.
m. at Fulton Hospital.
The baby has been named
Betty Grace.

00 TO CRTIACH SUNDAY'

Last week I asked the question,
"Will the Devils succumb to the
mighty men from Reelfoot?" I can
now answer that question with
YES! Saturday night the Devils
suffered their first defeat of this
season. The Tiptonville "Earthquakes" came out on top with a
final score of 31-20. But this Friday the story will be quite different I'm sure. If the Fulton
"Bulldogs" can beat Dresden I'm
sure that the South Fulton "Devils" can too. But again we'll
have to wait and see.
•
Wednesday night the South
Fulton basketball girls had a
practice session with the team
from Spring Hill, Tenn. Last
Wednesday the Pahnersville team
practiced with the Devilettes
here in our gymThere is wrestling every Thursday night in the old gym. Why
not come and enjoy yourself?
Mrs. Yates came and worked
with the girls who are Working
on their state degrees this year.
She is very competent and helped
the girls a lot.
The Seniors took their college
entrance exams Tuesday.
There have been many absent
from sebool this week because of
colds and Asian Flu.
The Freshman football team
was scheduled to play the Martin team Tuesday night, but the
game was called off because of
the weather.
Mr. Finch has been out some
this week because of sickness.
I hope you have been listen-

ay

1

CY.

FOR THE FINEST PICTURES EVER SFrN ON A TV SCREEN

ONLY ON

NEW 1958

SLIMMER,
TRIMMER
CAEIINET
STYLING
THE KENT
MODEL a2245
11 tuag. mess ma
se. in. rectangular
Picture tube. Tone
Control. Spotlit'
▪
Elia, Out

Fees Mess. Is
grained Mahogany
or Blend Oak
colors

BIG
TRADE-IN

Mrs. F. S. Stover, 78, died at
the Hillview Hospital in Fulton
at 8.30 a. m. Tuesday, after a long
illness.
She leaves her husband; a son,
Barcley Parish of Tampa, Fla.;
a daughter, Mrs. 011en Williams
of Fulton; three brothers, Clarence Jones of Fulton, Route 3,
Tom Jones of Fulton, Route 5,
and Neal Jones of Detroit.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete pending the arrival of
the son from Tampa.
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom are in charge of arrangements

Lester Stone
Lester Stone, who lived alone
about one mile east of Dukedom,
was found dead in bed Monday
afternoon, Oct. 21, by his brother,
Brooklyn Stone, and twb insurance men, Phil Parker and Kenneth Katbman. It is assumed
that Mr. Stone died sometime
during Sunday night or Monday
morning.
He was the son of the late
Andrew and Clarnmie Dunn
Stone.
Services were held Wednesday
afternoon at 2, at the Oak Grove
Church of Christ. TheRev. Casey
Pentecost of
n officiated.
Burial was in the church cemetery.

Mrs. John 1.Pinion
Mrs. John R. Pinion died in her
home at Plymouth, Michigan
Tuesday morning, Oct. 22.
Mrs. Pinion leaves her husband, John R. Pinion, of Plymouth, a foster son, Marshall Curlin, of Plymouth, her mother, Mrs.
Lela Harrington, Water Valley,
two brothers and three sisters.
The body will arrive in Fulton
Thursday afternoon and be carried.to the White Ransom Funeral
Home in Union Citr, Tenn.
Funeral serviceg will be held
at the Liberty Baptist Church on
the Middle Road at 2 o'clock Friday afternoon. October 25. She
was a member of the Liberty
Baptist Church and was born and
reared around this community all
her life until about ten years agb
when she moved tto Plymouth,
Michigan.

Thomas N. Scott, son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Scott
died in his home in McConnell,
Tenn. Monday afternoon after an
extended illness.
Mr. Scott was born in Obion
county January 11, 1874. He attended McFerrin School in Martin and Business College in Nashville, Tenn. When he was young
he became a member of the Methodist church in Martin. He was
active in his farm work until his
health gave way.
He was presided in death by
his wife, Mrs. Louise Morris
Scott, April 15, 1957.
He leaves his daughters, Mrs.
Virginia Scott, McConnell; one
sister, Mrs. Sara Hagler of Fulton; three nephews, Wayne and
Dewey Scott of McConnell, and
Carl Scott of Memphis.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday at 2 p. m at the City
Cemetery in Union City, Tenn.
with the W. W. Jones Funeral
Home in charge of arrangements.
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$1.00mAR DOZEN
DIXIE PRODUCED EGGS
Dixie Mills Company and we are so sure you'll
make a good profit on your laying hens this fall,
when you feed a Dixie Laying Feed, we'll pay
you $1 for your first dozen Dixie produced eggs!
This season, feed a Dixie Laying Feed:

Join the Dixie
"GOLDEN EGG" CLUB!
Sell your first dozen Dixie produced eggs to me
for $1.00 and join the Dixie Golden Egg.Club.
You'll see the honor roll of members in our
store.
This Offer Expires Nov. 30
Ask for details...or get complete information
in each bag of Dixie Laying Feed.

SPECIAL 'MS

Leyte" Feed
Complete Layer
Egg teed
Powitry Coacerierelle
Groh" Science.
Stied.. Feed
Poultry Ilireeder CortaratriMe
Cog* Layer

WEEK

Save time, money and labor with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.
Have your feed ground ON YOUR FARM in less than an hour.
There's no trouble ... no travel with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.
Call 808 for an appointment.

Happy-up
your
home parties
with this
colorful

ing to "High Time" every afternoon at four o'clock on WFUL.
If not be sure and listen.

001/SUPER HORIZONTAL
CHASSIS
Eztinded Band
Video Amplifier—
allows up to 350,000
more cycles of picture
information to reach
the TV screen for
greater picture detail
depth, realism than
ordinary narrow band
TV receivers. Has
18,000 volts of picture power.
with

07,

O

($2.00 VALUE)

SUNSHINE
PICTURE TUBE

with new Zenith high
speed electron gun
that drives electrons
against the screen
COMPARE
hard and fast—pictures sparkle with THE PICTURE
bright highlights. New
SPARKLE
design eliminates
troublesome ion trap
magnet which, when
improperly adjusted,
causes low brightness,
fuzzy detail.

HANDSOPAC SURVINO ACCESBORV—All-metal tray.
beautifully decorated in full color. Big handy 18%
inches. So party-perfect . .. such a thrifty buy .. . you E
want to pick up several at your neighborhood food store.

when you buy
ONE
OR

WOILD'S

FINEST

A/EW1958 ZENITH TABLE TV

CARTON

A CASK OP

TV get-togethers, buffet suppers, an evening of friendly
conversation . . . whenever you're "doing the honors" at
home, you can count on a trayful of Coke to add something
special to the fun! So good to taste, in such good taste ...
serving Coca-Cola is the nicest way to treat your friends,
the friendliest way to greet a neighbor.
••••••
••••••••• rams& •••••••

QUALITY
PUFORMANCE

THE FAIRFIELD
moon Ana
21' diag. mess 262 sq. in. rectangular picarea. Sunshine Picture Tube. Super

Horizontal Chassis. Tone Control. Spotlit.
Dial. Easy Out Face Glees Available in 4
attractive colors. From
$189.95

BIG TRADES.• BETTER DEALS • EASY TERMS

ROPER'S RADIO & TV SERVICE
MAIN STREET

FULTON, KY.

Drink
OIL
SPORTS NETWORK

("CZ'

WFUL AM-FM
(Fulton, Ky.)

Sat. Oct. 26

7:00 p. m. (CST)

REGULAR

••••••••••

Outstanding Sensation of The Year ---- Values You Ha

Wes-Tenn STOCK11
RIGHT IN THE HEART OF THE FALL SEASON WHEN
YOU NEED A NEW OUTFIT COMES THIS MONEY SAY
INC ANNOUCEMENT

First Quality Goods
At Low Prices
Woolen — 60-inches wide
Velvet —54-inches wide
Jersey — 54-inches wide
All Regular $2.95 yd.

Starting Thursday

Mr. Johns gave the orders! Clear the shelves! Clear the stock room
Reduce my inventory even if I suffer a loss -- forget profits -- and gi
they'll respond.

$1.99 yd.

Oil ENTIRE STOCK
Double aid Siagle Sizes
Never before have you purchased 2
winter pants for the price of 1 pair.

Famous Wranglers
Sizes 6 to 16
13 3/4 or. Denim

Reg.$2.89 now $2.19
Reg.$3.98 now $2.39
Reg.$5.98 now $3.99

couldn't possibly tell you about all the hundreds
of items offered in this stock reduction Sale. Our
entire stock has been reduced.(BUY NOW FOR
CHRISTMAS — ONLY NINE WEEKS AWAY!)

You Have Been Waiting For --- IN THIS PRICE SLASHING GIGANTIC
Check the Name
Check the Address
Check Every
Item Listed
Be Here
When The Doors
Open 8 A. M.

REDUCTION

irsday Morning,Oct 24th
threy aid
s Musette

Ladies 100% Nylon

PANTIES

tiful Patterns
ogular 98c

Regular 98c
Sizes 5 to 11

9c yd.

59c
LADIES BLOUSES

Bautiful New

Kiddies Panties

LADIES SLIPS

Values to 49c
Nylon — Shadow Panel
Regular $3.98

Sizes 2 to 14

Sizes 32 to 44

fl 5 pr. $1.00
Ladies Slips

$2.39

Cotton. Eyelet Trimmed

Men's Sport Shirts

Styles for Fall
Shadow Panel

FRESH—CLEAN and NEW
For Fall and Winter

Regular $1.98
Regular $1.98

sow $1.39
iegular $2.98

Regular $3.98
Regular $2.98
Regular $1.98

Sizes 32 to 44
•

sow $2.39

SHORT. ALL WOOL

len the tock room! Clean out EVERYTHING.I want action!
get profit — and give the people REAL BARGAINS! I know

Is

Men's Matching
Work Suits

Regular $14. 95

TAN and GREY
8.5 oz. Army Twill

$9.88

Values to $10.95 Special $4.99

1°eCInes

Sizes S—M—L

Ladies' Coats

uce For Quick Salem..

Regular $6.98 suit

Special $4 per suit

-ter0-rbr-,•sri
•
elel el fr 4110

Organdy
Curtains

Boy's Suede Jackets

Brassiers
Lovelight

Full 42 x 90

•
140101...1.1

LADIES PANTIES

kw-FAclir

Regular $10.95

BoautifuL
Ruffled

All Sizes

Regular $4.98

Styles and Cups

Regular 69c panties

Regular $1

Sizes 5 to 10

$2.99
Head Scarfs

ur Large Selection

Our Entire stock of

$7.77

77c
Ladies Dusters
Large Selection
Now Styles

Values to 79c
Regular $2.98

49c ea.

now $2.49
now $2.29
now $1.49

Special $2.19

39c ea.

YES,IT'S A
BITTER PILL TO SWALLOW
BLANKETS

To see fresh, well selected, nationally advertised winter goods go on sale at ridiculously low prices
you see advertised on this page. But we have no choice.
IT'S GOT TO GO.

I DE T. STORES,Inc.
Fulton, Kentucky

s,
Double Size 5cr. wool
Full 66 x 80
Regular $3.98

1,

$2.99

MTGE PM
One of the world's largest testing tanks is located at the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory, Silver
Spring, Md. The huge vertical
pipe holds a million and one half

1 RICTLY BUSINESS
:
77
-15
A sign over a garage in New York
reads:"WE SPECIALIZE IN COLLISIONS." This grim notice seems to
sum up the modern tendency to wait
until a disaster occurs and then try
to "pick up the pieces."
How much more sensible it would
be to specialize in "preventing" catastrophe.
When Lenin was asked how the
Communists regime came to power
in Russia four decades ago, he claimed that it became possible only
through the failure of the "masses"
to stand up for their own cause. Here
is what he said:
"If there had been in Petrograd in
1917 a group of only a few- thousand
men who knew what they wanted, we
never could have come to power in
Russia."
A handful of brave Hungarians de'ad suffering and death last year to
insist on the return of their God-given
freedom. They paid a terrible price,
but these few electrified hundreds of
milions all over the earth by their
heroic boldness. And they gave Communism the greatest set-back in its
history.
What you, as one individual, think,
pray, say and do can have far reaching effeets. in arousing a public demand for the observance of law, order
and decency. You can help shape a
powerful public opinion in the right
direction. . Yes, YOU personally
can be an opinion-maker!
You are expected to make a con:tribution, small or large, to the cornrdon_good. Use your voice, don't keep
it "locked up" in your own private
,
world..
You often hear some individual
iay "my opinion,doesn't count." You
:an do a real missionary service by
assuring such a person that his or
'ler point of view may be a deciding
`actor in bettering conditions that
will benefit everybody.
Don't foiget for one moment that
good government, good education and
good everything else involving the
3ublic must have public support to be
;uccessful. And the public is nothing
-nore than one person like you over
ind over again.
A network recently announced
that it was about to discontinue what
millions of viewers regarded as a good
family TV program. Officials expect-

ed little or no audience reaction. They
were astonished when they were deluged by a spontaneous flood of letters and postcards from tens of thousands who pleaded with them to continue the program. They did!
An office worker dedicates part of
his time and energy persuading good
people to write regularly to their
Senators and Congressmen and make
known their views. His argument is:
"We elect Congress. They represent
us. How will they know what we
think, if we don't tell them"
A motion picture exhibitor, who
was at first reluctant to show better
films for children finally acceded because of many requests from parents.
His business immediately improved.
His only regret was that he had not
made this shift sooner.
In July, 1947, when Congress unanimously passed an act creating the
Hoover Commission, it did so because
of widespread public demands for
great economy in government. This
was evident from the following Congressional comment: "The concern of
Congress for economy and efficiency
reflects the overwhelming interest of
every thoughtful citizen and taxpayer in the land.'
One lady who wrote an editor about on objectionable feature in his
newspaper quickly experienced the
powet of one person. By return mail
she received a friendly letter from
him stating that the offensive series
Was being discontinued and that her
one letter had been the deciding factor, the,"Straw that broke the camel's
back."
Many claim that a moral and cultural, breakdown is taking place in
our country that will end in disaster
involving us and generations to come.
While millions are afraid of this,
too few are doing anything constructive to prevent it. If and when a collapse should come, some would risk
anything to recover their lost blessings. The "best way to get well is to
keep well."
If the people in enslaved nations
had fought as hard years ago to protect their freedom as they now strive
to regain it, they might have been
spared their terrible plights
What will happen here? You personally, by the grace of God, have
part of that answer!

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Your Job In Life
By Bob Senser,
Assistant editor of WORK
."Oh, for a life of luxury where I
wouldn't have to do a stitch of work!"
THE CHANCES ARE that most of
- us at one time or other have wishfully
thought how wonderful it would be
to have enough money to stop working and enjoy life. Now a certain
amount of this daydreaming is quite
normal and there's nothing wrong in
joking about work once in a while.
But what about the person whose
whole idea of work revolves around
'-iow to escape it? If this attitude is
really a part of him, then we can
3ay his life is unhappy! Why? Because
working is as much a part of man's
nature as thinking and breathing.
GOD DIDN'T create fresh loaves
of bread, all sliced and ready for the
dinner table. He gave man the intelligence and the physical strength to
turn grain into food. Without work
we'd all starve to death.
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NEW RECORD!
1 7 Pig Litter Averages
53.47 pounds on
Wayne Pig Start;ng Program

All-fim• high
DUROC
56-day
Weaning Weight

Mr. Ralph Holsepple of Newton, Illinois is shown above
with his 17 pig litter which weighed 909 pounds at 56 days.
The sow's milk was supplemented with WAYNE CALFNIP
milk replacer and the pigs were put on WAYNE TAIL CURLER
ROCKETS at about one week of age. They were then boosted
to the new 56-day record on famous WAYNE TAIL CURLER
and were grown and finished for market on WAYNE PIG
BALANCER and WAYNE H06 BALANCER.
October 82, 1937
Miss Helen Maxfield spent the
week-end with her parents.
Miss Pansy Pearigan spent last
weekend in Kevil, Ky. with her
parents.
Miss Marguerite Butts is spending this week in Gary, Indiana,
the house guest of Mrs. Harold
Howard and Mr. Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Fenwick
announce the birth of a son, born
in a Chicago Hospital last weekend. Mrs. Fenwick is the former
Miss Ruth Hummel!.
Mrs. Lynn Askew delightfully
entertained her bridge club
Thursday night at her home on
Maple Avenue when she entertained three tables of guests, including a few visitors.
At the conclusion of serial progressive contract games high
score among the club members
was held by Miss Dorothy Cranberry and Miss Mary Swan Bushart held visitors high score. Both
were presented lovely prizes.
The hostess served a delictable
salad plate at a late hour.
Mrs. Kelly Lowe and Miss Elizabeth Shankle returned to Fulton Friday from a two day trip
to St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden

Nor is man himself placed in this
world as a full-grown person. He develops his mind and body with the
aid of his parents, his teachers, etc.
by work.
WHETHER IT'S done mostly by
muscles or mostly by brains, work is
the general vocation of man. It unites
us to God in a way that most of us
don't think about.(And it's important
that we do think about it to understand its true meaning.)
By doing our job in life we are
participating in God's plan for our
salvation and that of our neighbor.
The size, importance, or prestige of
the job doesn't matter. It's the right
motive—doing the will of God—and
the effort to do the job well, whatever it is, that counts.
• UNFORTUNATELY, atoo many
people today consider work a necessary evil. Their whole outlook on life
is centered around good times and no
. worries. No wonder they're such an
unhappy lot. They seek to escape the
very thing which should be a vital
part of their every day living. They
fail to see that their happiness in this
world and in the next depends to a
large extent on their work—and how
well they do it.
Christ, Himself, spent most of his
life at a carpenter's bench. His
Apostles and disciples were workers
of various trades and skills. In God-''i
plan, then, all work has dignity, value
and merit.
UNDERSTANDING the nature
and purpose of work and living according to that understanding will
help to bring us happiness in this life
arid everlasting peace hereafter.

-• • • • --are _IP • e.
FOX'S DRY
The Gaitskill /arm war Paris
is the birthplace of Jolla Fos,
, author of "The Trail of the
Jr,
Lonesome Pine." "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come" and
other stories.

were host and hostess to their
newly organized bridge club
Thursday evening at their home
on Green Street. The three tables
of bridge players were present
and enjoyed games of progressive
contract throughout the evening
At the conclusion of the games
high score among the ladies was
held, by Miss Lucille Green and
Monroe Luther held high score
for the gentlemen. St:1th were presented lovely prizes.
A delectable salad course was
served by the hostess to the following members: Mr. and Mrs.
Felix Segui, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wiggins, Mr. apd Mrs. John Daniels Mr. and Mrs. James Warren
Miss Green and Mr. Luther.

Order Your Record-Making
Wayne Pig aid Hog Feeds Now

WAYNE
FEEDS

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
E. State Llne

Fulton

Phone 202

Mrs. Tom Hales and daughter,
Mary Moss spent Saturday in
Paducah
Mr. and Mrs. Henery Sams and
Lewis Sams of Bardwell spent
Sunday afternoon with Mrs. Daisy
Wolberton and son, Edward.

Mr. and Mrs. Wade Jones and
daughter, Miss Jessie Wade, spent
the weekend in Selmer, Tenn
visiting Mrs Jones daughter and
Miss Wade's sister. Mr. and Mrs
T. K Maudaugh.

because Poppy has just seen
him with both feet in the garden. "Monsieur Duval didn't
leave town under a cloud." she
retorted, "he left in his car."
the
eyes of children
In
everything is wondrous and
Wechsberg reports he and his
wife have learned a great
many things from Poppy.
"She gives us valuable lessons," he
such
writes, "in
things as, for example, optimism. No hotel room? Wonderful, let's camp under the trees
and sleep in the drizzling rain.
my
When a suitcase with
was
books and manuscripts
stolen from our car, Poppy
consoled me: 'Be glad, Daddy,
now you'll have to carry less.'"
"She doesn't accept unpleasant facts — ignores them. She
is not poisoned by disappointment — forget it. She is never
—
by setbacks
discouraged
tries again. She completely unafraid of ghosts, mice, heavy
traffic and getting old."
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Mrs. Alex and Marvin Inman,
Mrs. John Dawes. Mrs Mintie
Reed spent Thursday with Mrs.
H. L. Putnam.

OUR CHILDREN CAN GIVE U.S LESSONS
IN OPTIMIST, CURIOSITY, LOGIC
0Iir children can give us valuable lessons in optimism and
a great many other things,
writes Joseph Wechsberg in
the January issue of Reader's
titled,
Direst. In an article
'What We Can ..Learn From
Children," he acknowledges his
own debt to his little daughter, Poppy.
She has given his curiosity,
imagination and indestructible
logic. On a family journey in
France,
Poppy
to
wanted
know, "Does the dog bark in
French?"
"I've been giving her question a lot of thought," writes
Wechsberg. "I have come to
the conclusion that dogs in
bark in
France do indeed
French."
To the attentive adult, children contribute a lot of logic
of expression.
and
lucidity
Poppy has made the Wechsbergs wary of cliches. They no
longer say that their old neighbor has a foot in the grave,

Find out for yourself, right in your own feed lot, how you
eon speed your pigs to 50 pounds faster than ever with recordmaking Wayne Pig and Hog Feeds.
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— WHAT'S OPERA. DOC (Bugs Bunny)

SUNDAY and MONDAY
GALLANT MEN
ON THE MOST
FAMOUS CHASE
IN SEA HISTORY!
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News From Our
Boys In The

Port Chaffee, Ark. (AHTNC -.
Army Pvt. Robert G. Cherry,
whose wife, Melba, lives at 52:3
Maple St. Fulton. KY., recently
completed eight weeks of advanced artillery training at Port
Chaffee, Ark.
Cherry attended Cuba High

AHTNC)—PiPC SamSHOUL
uel L. Fitzpatrick, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Fitzpatrick, Route 1,
Hickman, Ky., recently arrived in
Korea and is now a member of
Military Advisory
the Korean
ou p
rrtzzpa
trick entered the Army
In March 1953 and was last
stationed at Port Carson, Colo
The 22-year-old soldier attended River View High School.

DOFtLZY ARZA

OLDEST AIR STATION

Campbellsville. Taylor county.
Is the center of an area
noted
for prime burley tobacco, Kentucky 31-fescue and registered
cattle

The Navy's oldest auxiliary air
station, dating back to Nov. 1.
1922, is at Corry Field, Pensacola,
Fla.
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